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ROBABILITY FOR PRIMARY GRADES
4

Introduetion

I 0

,'why, Db .1±e,Vre,a dh',Probability?
' k

. ,
The study of brObability 'has: come 'to. be 'ati important, part Of the matheniatica

.curriculum On.h;.gher levels. Probtbility has.,many practical uses. It used

,making t'degisioeb, 4

,

signing and. manufaet

thp. Of:military operations, research, del

uring "mbehi4es, :':insUranee calcUlatkionS0 bus iness pred ictAnsH,

4If

weather foreeastiag, abd .in -many other' areas.
4

A

Probability14 of cOu'rse,, also used in .games of chance. 'In fact; early,

-.resear.Ch it-Cthe:. study of probability developed. from a. matheinaticlan' s. interest

in, is( friend, s unsuccyjssful and imptUdent wbget,

.,

...*

.

Scild81Mat'hematicsP, the report of the 1963 Cambridge Conferehce,

rpeopmended -that some: of thT basic ldeath of probability
,

early in tli-e-"p,c1.1061 progi-am, ;and :the:Schdol.. Mathematics
. .

,

the. de _t,lotiMerft ,f. Materials'-for grades' kindergarten to
' fr'4!N ,

sho4d be 1,ntroduced very

Study Group undertooli

high School.

.
What Are 141". Trying 2o Db

lei° 1 : ,s4r6r hdia"jr

d4ce, or gayiesy:

:611.6

Oft:wdftning equal' td

.

are'children.s.te pot strangers' to probability on a practical.:
, . .

e ,words "not , very , like ly" , -,and. they play games using. spinners,

"cci".Avolve.drawing-.a card from a shuffled deck. By the very
r ,.1,

mile children demonstrate, their idea th

\

t they`. have achance

-t a qr the opponent. .. Take advantage Of heir offers to
to

N)>bring game materials-'from home, and' discuas.with the class any devices brought .11,%.

It' is on this 1 71: and with these primitive Ideas of, "equal chance",.

better -chance not s likely as ", "sur thing", etc., that the unit on prdb-

ability for primary grades is written. To use and improve -children's intuitive

knOwiedge of what constitutes "an equal chance" or "a better chance", ,and to
.

shott.-- though not in so many,words -- that there mathematical justification

for many Of...thelr ideas will, It is hoped. make futther study of; probability
' i...

easier, more' dgsi*le, and more fruitful.
1.

.., /

r



How :Does the Unit 'it Into the .G nerirl Mathemati

n)edditiontothe factAhat.probabitty

Proeam fa'''. the PritharY Gd?

poTtant.,:part:OfMathematic
-

there ire certain fringe benefits-to be,..derived.from the unit.

Fi'rst, it should be fun for the children, and ;irking mathematics fun is one

way.tb iMiprOve instAidtion. Perhaps, ..because games are used as an,integral part

of the development of th0!unit,. some children:who have' heretofore notenjoied.
, .

mathematics_br who have found theyork.tOo bard will become more interested or

will experiende an unusual success,
,

.

econd. 's one_ofthe goals of mathemMids"instruction is to promote systematic.
_

'thinking rather than a hit-or-inisi approach or ji.Ipping.to conclusions: Especially
the lessons'on .combinations tuad 'perimit'ations (a word not used.in the'unit,:by the

.
.war) demonstrate the advania'ges'of a ysteMatic apP4ach and:proide:many opporJ !

tunit-ies-for praCtice.
. .

.
1

Third, tertain arithmetical .skills maybe practiced and reinforced. Addition
Facts are us41 in Many.lessons,.and subtrac ionpand Multiplication' are required

,

in .some of the aupplementary:material. For these,:classes in wh,ch practice in,

.

the use of ratinal numbers .(domiarsbn and ddition) is neededthere axe-.'
opportunities galore. Children. ah have had difficulty in forming or' interpreting

'addition and multiplication tablesmay, Zind hem easier to use after this unit.,
Fourth, ,there .are opportunities fol- inde ndentlinvestigation -- one might

almoSt say "research". -- by individual children. The teacher, too,may seize1

oppOrtunities to undertake more diffidult.con

some groups, of children.

:How Shall I Use This Unit?

o' Because-.-it is ast.med,that therielkaG bdei

in the prithary 'grades, the,'unt is not labeled

r
opts if ti seems desirabie with

'

\no formal instruction probabilityrobability
r

in

'grade one" ,or "grade three ", for.
I

. . .,

example.'.'The teacher should, prel'erabiy,. Itok ver-the material iff:the entire
.

. 'c. . . ., f:.
Aunitj Which'has been written in sequential fOrm The.decisions as to where.to.

, , ..
.start, how much eMphasis'or tiMe't,o*give any, lesson, what, to othit.,. and how far:

- .,,,:.
Or how fast tggo are left to the te,46hp7ts judgment*, Cass interest and ability H

. ...

. .', .

,1will, of corn-se,b0determininOpeactor ,.

.4.

This unit' Condists of eleven lessdn'S,..,.Experience inditatesthat,Leqsons .

can be:Understbod fy,children..in ,kindergarten. and grade one''While second grade
; .

' -

\Z,

C

7,



children, seem 'able to comprehend quite well through LesSon-8, Pupils in-third

,
grade should -be abla to 7omplete the-nnit.,. However, it is difficult to asSign

leSsons to specific grade' levels because of the wide variationt among and li,44hin,

groups of children. The tehcher can best determine how:this unit can bd used.

4
4

It might be more profitable to incorporqa it with the present. mathematics pro

gram throughout'the year instead of completing the unit in a short period Of time

,

The objective, vocabulary,4tha. erials,,and suggested procedure are-given for

este lesson. The procedure is inte ded to be i lustrative and notprescriptivel.
)

4 . 4 ....

SMSG uni Probability,for the Inter-

mediqe Gra Y
to see the development in t q gratis. Also'the junior high

Units, In rciduction.to Probability; Parts 1 and will be most helpful. ,These.

two volumes contain a more sophisticated treatment of probability..

It, would be worthwhile to, study t

WhaeNaterials Are Needed?

Much.,of the t terial the child. will enc unter i later studies of probability

will deal extensive y with the results of coin ssing.or dice throwing. in .this

luintroductory unit, coins and dice have not bee see in the pupil text. The

\-

materials necessary for each lesson are :listed. ::1Ibese include spinners Which

are proVided with this unit.. The-regions of thesespinners,bY the way; are

numbered so that they can be used in.,many ways for,practice ofhe basic facts

in arithyc. For example; two spinners can be Spun and the lesdltingnumbers

added. -Each 'of the three types of spinners has a,1- different set of numbers. Some

activities employing theSe numbers have 'been -outlined in the commentary, but the

teacher is encouraged to use her imagination Th..:-0,:de.velopment Oftothers. CO1,

'cired blocks and marbles and bagsto hold:them; Crayop, colored chalk, c4struc,-

tion paper, paper cupS, and tagboard-are also used.

A 'section at the end of this Teachers' Commentary describes various unusual

devices aboUt which childa'en should have nor preconceptions and which, it is hoped,

will stimulate curiosity and interest. Some children can probably: make or help°

to make many of theta. Some of these materials canbe used to supplement lessons;

others may be'cused. for,Pindividual work. Feel free to substitute one device,

.

etc., for, another aS is convenient.

On last point: Children should npt be: expected. to read independently the '.

1/
0

instr tion or. questions on the pUpil,pages. It is 'assumed that these will be

.read aloud and more detailed instructions given if necessary.



MATHEMATICAL COMMENTS

1. the id*of probability.

,Sothe events are r gardedas.certain: the'Sun will rise tomorrow,
. %

tar coin` will, fall eithell4,h adSor tails

Other events art uncertain,' depending upon chance fiuctuations: it

rain tomorrow; the Coin mill fall heads:

In everyday qrIversation, ;people frequKitly.:compare the likelihood

of (uncertain) events:

They are all. equally likely.

This is more likely than that.

I.think it will'rain this afternoon:

main this.af!ternOon than not to rain.

(It-is'thore likely to

.
_--

In more scientific work' we compare likelifibbds numerically. Every
. .

event is .assigned a number describing or "me uring" its likelihood;0 th -more
_ -

likely )14 event, the higher the number assag ed to it:. Th numericalteature

of .the.likelihood of an eventis called the probability .o the event:

method of assigning probabilities to events and the study of the relations' among

them constitute, the Theorof'Probabilit5

IA Comment may be in Order about the word '.'theory." In mathematics,

the word is usedtoimean "body\of.knowledge." 'This is in contrast with its

conversational meaning of "con,jet asWhenwe say, 'Ole detective had' a,
.

theory abOutwho flred the gun._" The theory of probability consists ot our
.

accumulated. knowledge about probability. Similarly speak of
t,

the. theory of ndthbers, the- theory

.variable, etc..'NOapeculation is involved, .Everything'in.aMethematical

ytheoryis true.

of groups; the theory of fundti6nS of a real

lAddernyScience, industry, agriculture, and human affairs all d-eiend

strongly upon.thetheoilY bf.probability, either directly orovia the. theory of

mathematical statistics which itself is baseduponprobability. The theory of

probability underlies the.biological laws Of.heredity;, it is needed in funda7

mental research in physics andabtronomyand, as a matter of fact,. in working

out:plans for travel into space; it aAkused in .developing and_testingnew

drugs and Medicines; it is the basis of agricultUral experiments that lead to



improved methods fo*the ft-Inner.; it guides thethanufacturer,in controlling the

quality of his product,-tlkindustrial:laboratorY in the design of new eqUip-

ment, the etopomist and. psychologist in their stUdi Of behavior,. the iitilitary

Icommanderin his choiCe of tactics.

ProbabiIitytheory.il also the basis for analyzing gpmes of p ance:. .

.

In fact,. the theory of probability-had its origins, about' .300. years agol'in-

Ithe gambling hdllS of.EUop .Mbreover, in explaining the theory and in vork-
ing isH'necesSaryAto toss coins and throw dice. Occasionally a

person will conclude that to teach probability is immora3). He realonS:

'Piing is evil.. .Gamblers have to use probability. Therefore we should not teach

plobability.!! One might. equally well reason: J"Gasibling is evil: -GamblerS

have to read and write. 'Thereitor we shOuld not teach reading or writing.",

We teach probaliility'notbecauseof its possible misuse but because

of 1,ts applications for the benefit of Mankind.

A particularly important applicationis to mass behaVior'where each

indltridual action'is SUbject to Phance, fluctuations. For example, while the

theoryofprobability will, not t'elaus.whether the nextcoin tossed. Will actual-

ly land hebds, it does tell ,us that of. the next 10,000 :toses*.the,number of
heads will lie, with virtual Atainty, 'between.' 4500. and 5500, Despite :the .4y

randomness,. there'is:stabilitY.in'the whole,. The principle (1.N.th per-,

liaps different numerical.val,ues): not only in genetics and the other pure
. .

sciences but to industrial and-sodial phenomena as well to Manufacturealitems

rolling off.an assembly to a mass of vacationers deciding where to .-top,

for lunch:

2. .HoW probabilities are found.

1
The probability assigned to any. event pis, roughly.speaking, the'frac-

tion of the time we expect it to. happen. The-probability of. an event is, there

fore, .a number. between: 0 and 1, inclusive. An impossible event is assigned
the probability,- 0: (It never happens.) A. certain event iS assigned the prob
abili "t,y l: ( = 100 Jo ). An event'that isjust as likely to happen as hot to
happen is assigned the probability.7z; for example; if a coin is as likely to

-fall heads as tails (and will never land on edge), then the Trobability of head's

and the probability of tails is
1

.

6



Of course, most of the events we study are more interesting' and more

1,0.nvolved;:than !these. flow are their prObabiliges .determined? There are two

ways:, Apy observation, and mathematically.

PrObabilities that are deterrKined by observation are ofAiiS sort:

The probbbility that a child born today will live thrOugh

first Tgor.

The probability that a tossed coin will land' heads:.

'The first of these. is judged empirically, from. birth5.and-death reCords of

recent yea s . . The second is obtained by considering the ..symmetry: of the, 'coin .

.

and bheCking with some experimental tosses.

Probabilities that can be determined. mathematically are of .this Sort:-

The probability that at least .85 of any 100.. 'Children born

today will live. through their first

The prObability that ..of :100 tossed coins

60 will land heads.-

Year.

between 40 and

These complex events 'are made up of . combinations of the Simpleelients of a.

single child or coin,7 whose probabilities are assumed kriOwn .(from observali.on)..0

The probabilities of the complex events .can be cOmputed..from those Of. the Anple

events, according to the mathematical 11WS of probability.

We hope to giVe the child fan appreciation of' boththese Methods. We

have h m.make judgments of empirical probabilitieS by performing actual exper
,

ments, recording their' outcomes, and analyzing the-results: We also guide.him

informally, to some of the ideas underlying the 'matheMatIcal 'fOrmulas.

, .

'What is Important is the spirit, :y.e develop .in the child

feeling for the ,subject an .educated intuition. If he learns to:Make

tative cOmpi-isor4 based. 1bn erstanding, we have: sUCCeeded. If the, beSthe!

can ever do is perforM q computations' based .On'ilipTioried.r'ciles,

have failed.

COmpprisons. of likelihood.

All .children

likelihood, and:this is

have had 'eXperience in making infOrmalcaimpariSons of

a. good topic' tO begin with.
t

icaMple L. Which is more .,;ikely on the 4thlOfIUly .(hre in

our town , .

,
rain, .0T snow?



This simple qUestion leads to three interesting pOin.t'S for diSclissi2on..
`' y

A

snow.

(1) The comparison i self should obVious to the-children.
s more likely. khan snow because the 14-th of JulY is usuarly ,top. ho or

.

..

(2) 'Notice th116, we-can compare' e likelihbods of two averits
.

, -
even tho h we do not *take into account all potSible alternatives. Theore*ght
be neither rein sio, snow:'

b .o

!Po - .(3) The likelihoods being 'compared mighfbOthhe very,Smal. 'being
In many localities the chances for eiAer rain or snow" alie---vi,AtUally . nii:'7 : But

. ,
:le .. '1!,. .._..

we can still.'pompare the one with the other. 'f.
... L.;,-

Example 2'.' Billy is a' very good student.hiCli
!;4.-likely to do in tomorrow's 'test - paSs or fail?-

Here again the caparison'is, eqdent: good.' studentS 'tend
I

not 1';i1. \ In this 'example therg are no additional blternatives

Example 3. A new boy has Opined the .4,Iass. Ma.,,ry is tO.gn'ess':
his birthday. ,3"Alice is- to guess ho' many brothert and sisters-\\ he: has . Who is mom iikeltr to guesS

.' This time we have nd pasta experience to draift,f"x:am. pfanslfer46fStill easy, but e use a -differet method.* Cledrly, Mary has a gider
to chaos e :froni and hence has more opportunities for guiiSsing, Wrorig (we ddri.1.-t'i

see ,that..)" Th'erefore 'Alice 1.'s the one more likely-to,even hive to .coulat_ to
auess right., In this examPle the most likely result is that/they will ;1D'i,.:11'.1',;0-
wrong.

I

;

Events being compared may be related. to each other in someway.
E&amP1ev, 1, rain and snow are related, in the sense that contributing causes
favoring one alto favor_ theotheAnother relation between then) is that of
exclUSion: they can't both happen at: the samertime (provided we define things
right;). Finally, it may turn out that nO_ther one of them takes place. In

a.
. .

r,

Exaniple 2, pass and fail are strongly related: 'one "or Ike oth.er'.must Occur,
but not both. In Ebcample ,,3; the two guesses are not 'related at all Mary's
guess is qf'no help to", Alice, hor Ali<dere.-tb Nthry. ,One.gUess: Could be' right

47

while the other is 'wrong; both girls might guess right; both ',might be wrong..

In ed&of .these "examples; it can happen that the less likely. of the
. ,__two events occurs while the more likely one does .not. can snow.' Billy . .



might fail. Mary may-get the birthday7right'ern.tnough Alice.is wrong about
A.

the family.-

Example. 4. When Mary gueSses Ate new boyts birthday whiCh

(in her guess) is the tore likOeto be right the entire.:
A

birthday, or the month alOne?

This example..is fundamentally di#ferentfroMt,he others anddlius-

t/tates-an elementary bUt important'principle. IT"the boY was born on January

14th; 'then he was born in January: It is impossible for the leSslikeiy event

(kitting the birthday). to occur while the more likely (hitting the itonth) does.

not. In this case; the comparison' in likelihood, is derived not'l'roM past ex-'

.periande or numerical considerations but fram'logical'necesbity

Estimating probabilities hy experimen

C 5

Thapibbability of an event is, roughly speaking,the fractions)

'the. timeWe expect itto 'happen. / .An'estimae, then, is the fract'ion':oft44e

time it did happerv(under. similar,-eOnditions).. Records of. ,births' Oer
.

-riod of .years show that the fraction of-boys is .5 (to within two one-hun-

dredths); we conclude that the probability is .5 that thd Jones's next child.

will ,be a bOy. A major league player has n batting average of .303; we

conclude that the probability of a hit his next time at bat is .303.

. .

Children will be less interested in tables of actual statistics than
L .

in performing experiments for themselvesAnxcellent,project is to estimate,

a prObabilitY:abOUtWhich:theyhave no preconceived.notion; for example, the

probability.thata--thumbtack, when jiggled and thrown onto the table, will

.come to rest on
:,

ita head. (If tacks ai4-6 too hazardous, substitute rivets

bottle tops-, etc.)

Otir estimate of the probability is the number of heads divided by

the number of throWs.. How manMhOws should be made? Questions like this .'

can be subjected td delicate analysis, as part of the theory of tatistics.'

Our.own discussionorill be much more elemdleary.
74.

Wore plunging:::into*the experiment with the tacks;,let us gain

some insight by experimenting with the humthe Coin. We assume that the coin
.

is "honest!'' thatis, t
1

he probability'dfbeadsis
1VS



By the way,. a fair toss or spin requires some'skill beyond many

children. A little practice may be worth while even for the teacher. If the
s

experiment calls for a large number of throwS, and if you are not keeping

track of the order: of the results butonly-the'totals, th Wae coins 10 at

The probabilities are the same whether the thr are suqqessive or

simulta4eipps. Not only dip y61.1 speed things,up, tirtl,th wholeaffair is easier
. . _

to control: .mix by. shaking; in your cupped hands, and r lease gently onto the

table: Oover'the table with :paper-to cut down'on noise. (With some modifiea-7

a time.

:tions; you'can keep track of order as For eXample reCord,t4e results

of 4 coina in the order penny, nickel, dime, quarter.)

..16"ack to our. coin. -Let us toss it 10 timea (Or toss . 10 'coins.
1'at once.) tice the probability of heads is-

2 ' 2
we expect heads the.time:

ii. many tosses. SO.weexp'ect heads 5 times' out of 10 'in the long run.

But of course we cannot count on getting exactly 5 -heads'in our particular

throw of 10.

Actually, the most likely result in 10 throws:is indeed to &et

exactly- 5 heads. But this result is nt likely! It will happen only about

1 time. in methods-f6r calcula ing these probabilities will be gone

into 10 ter on.) :This'faet will come as a.surprise to most children. But don-.

frOnting.them.wkth the thebreticalAuotation is'not enough. For theifact to

soak in, they should perfOrm.D(or:observe) some actual experiments.

,

Let is assume that in. our throw of
.

10 we counted. T heads.' This v

perfe'C-ClY reasonable result. ( 1 time in 3 wewill'get at least 7.

heads or.st
.
alast 7. tail If we stop here, our estimate of the probability".

of:heads is - prettyl'ar off.-

But suppose we throw 100 times. To obtain as many as 70 heads would

be highly unusual. A reasonable result would.be something between 43 and: 57y

say. pur estimate would now be.sensibly near the truevalue.

Suppose we thrdw 1000 times. To obtain a.s many as 700 headsWould be a
miracle. Evenaresui-like, 430 or 570 is highly improbable. A reasonable

result would be'sometting between 475 and 525,. say. OUr estimate would-now be-
,

quite close.

And now to the tackg. We -lirbw 10 of them and count 7 on their

heads, 3 on their sides. IS the,probability of heads ;7 ? That would be a

rash conclusion. As we have just seen, we might well get the same count when

1 10
1 A



the Probability isactually .5 . So we make another throw of 10. And another.

We don't. know just when it is safe to stop. In fact, there is.no Way df knowing

when to. stop. But we notice after a while perhaps, onlyafter two or three

hundred trials' that the results-Start to settle down. We-watch the small
r

Landam fluctubtions get swallowed up in the overwhelming'stability of the mass.-

Then we announce our estimate in a firm voice.

Let usthrow a die. Which, we are'assdredj'.is. honest' that is, any

one of the six faces is as...4ikely to show as 'any.other. Then each face will

1
,appear, inthe long run) T of the time Hence the probability of.ahy Partic-

1
llar'face, on a given throw is , The probability-of a 1, for in-stance,'

is 6- .

This example illustrates a general principle. ..Supposethatap. ex-'

perimfnt-can result 'in 'any one ofa number of outcames,'all-equally likely.

.Callthe total number of possible outcomes. n. Then the probability of any par,

,
- 1.

ticulur outcome is -,-. .

, ta

- - n .
. 4. .

.,.,.:.' .*

In the examplei theexperiffient.:i 'thetilrOw of the :die; the possi--

ale Out'comesare.the faces: 1, 2,3, 4; 5, 6, .all. of which are equally likely

their number, "n, is .6, .; and the probability of any particular outcome, ,

1
n

i
. .

s T
N

Illthrowing the die, what is the probability of a numbeer greater

a ,4 ? In other w.PrAp, what is the prOability.of LhroWing.either. 5 or

6:? Each of these\appears'(in the long'ilUn) K. of the time. Therefore one or

.the other a
2 1

ppears T. of tike time that is, 3 of the time So.the.Proba-

bility Of a nUmber greater than. 4
1

The principle here is an extension. of the. one. above. Supposej.again,

that, an experiment can readl-tin. any-one oft.number:of outcomes, all equally

likelyi call the total num er of possible outcomes n. Certain of theOut7

comes are "favOrable" to th event we are interested in, While the rest are not;

that.is, thtevent t'akes.PlaCe if one of thefavOrabIe.outcames Occurs but not

otherwise:. Callthe.number ofavorable outcomes s. Then the.probability of

/
the event is

S ...kThe earlier principle handles only. the speCial case in

which s = 1.)

,11

.15
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In worda the probability of the event is equal to the'riUMbe'r'Of

favorabi oUtcomes.dTvided-by thetotal number of possible outcomes.

In the example, the'experiment is the tihroW.of the die; the.

. ble outcotes.are 1, 2,13, 4,, 5,6, n '6; 'theeVent-of

'interest is... a number greater than 4; the faVorable outcomes are 5 and

thivre are two favorable outcomes, 80 is .2;- and the probability of the
event is )

1
that is

-)

t is instructive to test these "concluaions by actual.experiments.

-Make a larte number' ofb throws-andcheok that aThumber .greate than comes up

about .of the time,
3

We ha-ire describedtWo methods fOr obtaining_prObabilitiesi :empiri-

.cally and-by.cbunbing equally like1YoutaoM2s.: In BpplicationBit'is some

limes hard.:to tell whether various t. really.are

problem, disCUss'ed in the next section, will lead to the tlUestion of-how nO*31

probabilitiv.are'cOmbined to obtain new on0

Probabilities of combinations.

SuppoSe that we are interested in the number of heads shoWing.On a

throw of two coins., say a penny and a dime. There may .be none at all, orNst

1, or 2. -fixetheseHthree outcomes equally likely?: If youBre in,any doubt

at all about the answer, make 50, throws and see what happens.

Itis a common pitfall simply to assume that outcomes presented in

a natural way are equally likely. Thesafeguar"). isto consider them carefully

and supply a reason in support of the assumption.

The danger in our problem isto be swindledby one's own language.

Let us replade the dime by a ,checker. Even better - keep thedime,b4 just

sax "star for its heads and "crown "' for itstailq. .Qn a throw of. the two coins

there are 4, possible outcomes: heads-sta-r, heads-crown, tai's -star, tails-

crown;. and there is not the least doubt that these: 4. outcomes are BlleqUal,-'

lx likely. Their original names are heads-heads, tails-heads,

tails-tails (the first word in each.Oase -referring to the enny,,the second to

the dime). It is now clear that the probability of 2 heads is TT , the prob-
1

ability of just. 1: heod.:is
14

, and the probability of 0 heads is T4-. . '

116



What is the situation with 3 coins. - say a penriy,,a nickel; n

ime? ror'instance, Whit is the probability that exactly 2 fall heads? Each

-cdin will fel/ in either of '2 ways, independently of'Now the other 'two fall.
,

.atogethely then, the 3 coins can fall in 2 X 2 X 2 possible ways all
o

ktually likely ..,...-Th!ey; 'are:

HH;> HHT, HTH, THH; HTT, ,THT, TTH; TTT.
I

deno:tes heads., and . T tails; the first letter each triple refers

the penny, the second 16ter to the nickel and the 'third -to the dime, In

'this list, we hare'groUped the re ults as follows.' fPirst, the outcome consist

i,ng. of 1 elaead.s; next, _the 'outcOrdes with just.* 2." heads:; , then those. attii.

/just 1 head; then th6" one with 0 heads. There.:;are 3. with juste

°

.
p'TherefOre -the robabilitsty .geting exactly 2 '.1eacl'S. is , -- thenumber.of,

favorable 'bUtc,oines divided the total. number .oficOutcomeS D

. This iS a good time ..to pause for,,e. er men . : Take pennies,

throW them '20 or -.30 times 'and see what haPens. .°
rit

,,Topking bask,- it should be Clear why 'the' .number Of favorable
, '

comes. (those ,Srielcting exactly 2 heads) is 3 . That is ,precisely the number

of ways .we can selec't 2. .,coins (fo'r heads). from. the 3 coins: as penny-and-

, nickel '(HHT) , -NpennY--4,nd-digte ( HTH) , '(11111-1.) s just

3 of the pOssible outcomes yield' exactly 111 'head: penny (HTT),

dime 4 ) . 'Finally) theieA,s, just 1 way/ OM) to. pick heads, and

just. 1 way (TTT) to pi o bead:s

,others

:reasoning .in'the general ca e is similar.. Suppose td'ss n

Each- one Will fall in either of 2 ways, 'independently of how the,

fall.' ...Altogether,, then, the ,n s can fall in

2 x 2.X ..
n

Ln factors-1

possible ways, all equally likely. Consider any,nuMber

inclusive. How many of the 2n outcomes
.

the number 'of ways of selecting .s coins

bol for this number is (

- number of ways of selecting s, objects' from n objects.

yield., exactly

s between 0 and

s heads?, Answer:

(for heads) from n coins. The gg(s.-

The .probability of obtaining exactly heads on the throw of n .coins is,
then' .(n) / 2n the number of favorable oUtdbmes.divided. by the total number

of outcomes.
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*The- synibOl ,( ) is- read- above (not "n over. .

is not a fraction, el/en
i

:though it looks' something..like one. It i a specimal
. . - '
symbol-, tnek. one most 'Popular among mathemati`Cians for the number of ,liayS4 of se-i, - ' , ,nv% .. ,,
tlectngi s objects from n objects . In lace,of,k s), ,. some, writgrs qv,
C(n,$) , or. C ("the number of Combinations of n° things, taken s at-a_ ,,

Tirne")'.. None .of the symbols is used in, this teaching material:
of , a --

. SA

:Computinthe number' of combintation's

' s. When

, example of the - 3

We, haVe to knot.' how to compute :for variOus' values of and

n acid ,s
s

are small, the computations are easy. ...Tor instance, the
coins s ows that ( = (31) = 3, 'and. that ...,(3) = (3). = 1.

3 0

, ,2,It, is clear that ) = 1, k = 1, and ,so, on: (n) = 1 whatever
1- 2

the value 'of n; for, there Is" just 1 way of selecting n. objects from n

object\s (namely, choose them all). It is also easy to ,see tha-t4(1) = 1, (2) = 1,
and so on (n) 1 for eve y "Value of n; for, thexie is just 1 sway of se-

,. 0
lect±ng 0 objects from n \obje (namely, omit them all).

3 \Next, we see that (1) = 1, (!)= 21 (1) = 3, and so on: (1) =
whatever the value of' n; foil, there are just n ways of pelecting a single
object. /from n objects , (namel pick any one of them). There' are also just
ways o -picking n-,.1 objects ro n objects (naruely, omit any one of them);

I ,1N - r1, ,2N ,3, , nthere ore k = 1, !- 1) = 2, 2) = 3, and, general; k-fi- :1) =

For the next observation, consider as an illustration the case.
a.

= 8. (Suppos; for" example, that we are interested in the number of
.oins scan show exactly \ _a.. heads.); :For each selection of 8. coins,.

,n = 10,
ways 10 c

for heads, '
yields a di
selections
neoUsly run
are exactly
co;_litarNfrom

10 ). 140 )

) )s

there remain 2 showi g tails. A 'different choice of 8 head

fferent remaining set f 2 tails. If we run through all possible
of 8 °bins; then ( fro those left over in each case) we simulta-

-
through all posSible selections.:;,o'g 2 coins. It follows .that there
as many ways choosing 8 scoins from 10- as of choosing 2

/10\ 110 /10 ' 10 °10. Therefore k ) = (.2 ) = ( ), and

The reasoning here' is general 'and yields the general formula.
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)5

The'Vgluesof .(-s ). incrase:aurprisingiy raPidly. .-.;For-exaMPle,

2-598'960 .and,,( ) t-635,013,0%-.601. :(These ire the umber of pos-
.

.iiple )ard hands andthenumber Orpostiblede',hendsireapeCtiVelY.)

.-'

"-

Small Vtiluee:',Of (1)' are easy to calculate by means,Of>t-t%'sO-
,. ....

.celled:"Pascal tri4glei".:named for the Mathemtaician Pascal. (1623
.

_.' 1662)'.: The-tri6ngle starts .ciiit - .

Continued ind finitely:,

The arrows shown illuStrate the.method by which new values are

generated. Each entry(if*lot the first 'or last in its row) .I.S, equal: to the

sum of the two nearest it in the line above. .Tri the illustration, 6 411. ,10,,

Y ' 4. 4 .5 '

representing. 2) + (3) = (3)-..

To zee.why thit..yorks', think of a, man with his 4 sons on a camp-
.

ing t p. From the 5, a. team of 3 are to be chosen togather' kindling,.

The nwnber.of Possil3le teams i then,:.. (31 :,, No*, either paci. is.bn the team,

or .he isn't. If Dad is on, .the
1eam) then:his. partners are chosenfrom.amOng.

,,

,
the 4 boys; ,there are (

4
) ways of. choosing them. If Dad itnoton the

:team, then the.,whole'team Of 3 is chosenfroth among the A .bOys; there are-

;4\-
( ) ways of.choOsing them. :Altogether,' then, there.ere (3) waysof

4.
choosing the team. Consequently,'JD = 'l2) tj3).

n
A formula'for computing '.(;-). is given at the end of.the'next

section.



One w

is. to See that
or exathple, the sum in the 5 row is

I

chpck one's arithmetic, when calculating from the tri-
the sum of the entries in the nth row is equal to 2 .

1 + 5 +10 +10. +5 +.1 32 =

e afire counting theZe sate outcomes (the number with .0 h'eads; + the .num-
er with. .1. head, and so on ).

.By the way, the 6ritri es in 'the Pascal triangle, arise in algebra.
/when ppe multiplies out an expression like T)5 'The result. is

H5 '4-. 1-1-11' +.10H3T' 10H`0 T`'. + 51E7 + T5

''The Coefficients 1, 5, .10, 10, 5 1 are Precisely' the entries, in
o'r'der, ih the 5- row of the triangle. Iviefreover, the exponents show
numbers of occurrences For example, the term 1:_01-13T2 giveS us the

that theie are 10 wayS of getting heads and tailS .(in a throw
of %7 coins).

Permutations.

;,a -
A permutation is an ordered arrangement. One often finds it neces-

sary to know how °many permutations are possible bf a given number of objects.
For 2 objects - say the digits 1, 2 - there are just 2 permutation's:
12, ,iand 21. For 3, there are 6 permutations:

123, 132; 213, 231; 312., ,321.

For example, there are :. 6 ways that Jim, Dick; and Sue can ;be assigned to
clear the table, ,was)4 the dishes, and dry the dishes (one to a task),.

The number of 'permutations of. 3 objects' is 6 becallse 6 1

eqflal to 3 X 2, 1. (We couldwrite 3 X .2, but 3 X 2 X 1 looks better.)
ilhle reasoning' like this : There are 3 choi a es for the, first position.
With each such choice; there are 2 ways of permuting the 2 remaining ob-
jeCts (in the 2 remaining positions). Ience. there are. X 2 'permutations
of. all 3.



.
TIve Amber Of perrtilitations 6bjec-Es is 4 x STX 2 X 1 .= 24.

For., -nre choices fb.r.:firSt 'position. With each such choice: th.er

are,:37x x l 6 %/a y6 6f permuting the 3 femaining 'objects (in f the: 3

17e-Maining-poti.tiOns) gende there. are 4 x 3 sX 2 ><7.1 permutation's of all )+,::

DiniiiQrlY,, the -11.1.1mbe- of 'permutptions of n objects is equal .t
4.,

the prOduclas,of a1,1 the numbers from n siolin to -1. This number is

"n- factorial', ,!ind, is denoted by n! Pk.' example, I! andand

2 X 1 = 2. AIS, as 'We have Iseerti

5P3 3 x 2 X' 1 = :6%

2!

-4! = 4 x 3 -x 2,X' 1- =- 24.

These expressions, as Well ap the reaSOning" .th6t, led to-'them, Suggest Yiow to.

compute each. new factorial.from the preceding one. .°11a comp4tAk.:: 41

ex ample, we cibiit have to 'multiply but X 3 X °2 ?,<. 1, we'"iairesAT'IcnoW* that
s

3! := 3, x 2 X 1 = 6;, instabd, "We:.say., more simply;'.

41 x 6 7 Lk?'

The saving becomes clearer as sOOn as one dealS.:With larger nOmbers.

.
.

the next few factorials:.

5! = 5 x4! =

6! = 6 x.5!

7! 7 x 6! =

'.8! ;'- 8 x 7!

5.x 24
6x 120,,=
7 x 720 ;

8 x 5,040 40;320;,
9! "9 x = 9 x 40,320 = '362,880; -

lb! 10 x 9! = 10 x 362,880 = 3,628,800.

AsiS seen, the numbers n! increase more rapidly than most people

guess; Suppose that '10 children come up to sharpen their Pencils. There -

are more than three-and7a-half million ways of decidingvliichchild will -be

.first, which second, and so on, down to which will be lost! wonder-we u.se

an exaamation point!)

FactOrials can used to compute.'..the nnMbers

n!'

For example,.

6!

and so on. In the actual. calculations, there is always
, . .

can, be done first to -simplify the work:.

some

17
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There is one detail thgt sometimes looks strange at first. So far,

we ha;it not said what 0! is The definition given above'fo'r 1! , 2! , and
--Nott, /

the others. does not work for ! ; ttleerore\.0! need a separate definition.
,

The definition given is: ..r"0! 1 .. 'The reason for this is to make the formula

for (n) worA in every case. For example:

Inthese concluding sections we describe some of'the haslet ruleS,.._
.

. .

.

. - .
. ..

of probability.
_.

.

.

We shall. use the letter. P as an abbreviation for "th,e:p.rtbability

place of "the probability.ofheadS,"

. P(heads)'.

piarentheses.are there to help the eye.)

. '

Suppose we wonder whether Billy pass or fail:tomorrOW SJtest.

..lieHmay,bemore likely 19: do one thin thetth"ei, depending on circumstances..

But in any case, two things are. clear;.: he can't do both, and he must:dotne

or the.other., Thentlie'follOWing:iS true:.

for instance, we will. write

must

P(pass) + P(fail) = .1

The rule is this. An event either happenslor
,

hare one Or the other, and cannot have both... Then

.More briefly,

P(i-tappens) + P(it does not halipen)

P(yes) P(no)

does not hallo0.n. We

O.

In a typical problem, we know one of the,values on the left .(the

.first, say) and Solve'for'theother:

P(no) 1 P(yes)

For example, if the probability that Billy passes:is .6., then the probabilkty

that he fails is .4 If the prob6bilitY that Dad:takes Jim to the circus is
\

there the probability that he doesn't is
1..

18 22
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.,-There is one detail thdt.sometimes'Iooks strange .at first, So fer,_

we hayt not said what 0! is.- The definition given above for 1! 2! and

the others. does not work for ! ; tnerel'orel.0! needs a separate definition.
.4elu

The definition given is: 0! 1 'The reason for this is to make the formula
,

for (S) .worA in every case. For example:

%K
of. .o!

In-these concluding sections we descr,ibe some Of'the haslet ruleS,.._

of probability.

We shall. use the letter P as an abbreviation for "the;prtbability

place of "the probability.ofheada, for instance, we wili,:write

P(heads)'.

parentheses.arethere to help. the eye.)

SuPpOse we wonder whether Biilwill pass or fail:tomorrOW"SJtest,

'Tie4flay be more likely 19. do one' thin the,tthei, depending on cirClImStanceS.

But in any case two things are. clear:- he can't do both; and he must:dotne

;Or ,the.other: Thenthe:follOWing:iS

P(pass) + P.(fail) = .1

The rule is this An event either happens. or does not hap,izl. We

must hare one Or
,

the other, and cannot have both- Then

.more briefly,

P(it'happens) + P(it does not halipen)

P(yes) P(no) = 1

= 1 ;

In a typical problem, we know one of the,values on the left .(the

.first, say) and Solve,for'theother:

P(no) 1 P(yes)

: For example, if the probability that Billy:passes:is .6; then the probabili.ty

that he fails is .4 If the prob6bilitY that Dad:takes Jim to the circus is

there the probability that he doesn't is

18 22
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Thei-e is one detail thgt sometimes looks strange at first. So far,

we hwit not said what 0! is The definition given above'for 1! , 2! , and
..-450t

the others. does not work for ! ; ttleR7ei'ore\-0! needs a separate definition.

The definition given is: 70! 1 .. The reason for this is to make the formula

for (n) worA in every case. For example:

'Ihthese canClUding sections we describe some of'the basio rules

of probability.

We shall. use the letter P as an abbreviation for "th,e:prObability

In place of ''the probability.ofheadS, for instance, we will write

. P(heads)..

parentheses are there to help the eye.)

Suppose we wonder whether Bi11y will pass or fail:tomorrOWISJtest.

He.may be more likely 19.. do one thin thetthei, depending on circumstances.

But in any case two things are clear:- he can't do both; and he must:dotne

Orthe.other: Then 'the 'following; is true:. {

must

a
P(pass) + P(fail) =

The rule is this. An event either happens.or does not happO'n. e
,_...

...0 .

hare one Or
,

the other, and cannot have both. Then ,''::'Then
..-,,. ,:

.more briefly,

P(it happens) + P(it does not halipeh) = 1 ;

6"

15(YeS) 1)(1'10)
.

= '1

In a typi.cal problem, we know one of the values on the left '(the

.first, say) andSolve,for'theother:

P(no) 1 P(yes)

: For example, if the probability that Billy:passesis ..6; then the probabili.ty

that he fails is .4 If the prob6bility that Dad:takes Jim to the circus is

.3, there the probability that he doesn't is .7...

18 22
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There is one detail thd-t sometimes loo

we hwie not said what 0! is. The definition giv

the others. does not work for ! ; tleirore\.0!

The definition given is: 0! - 1 The reason f
n,

for ) .wort in every case.. For example:

Inthese concluding sections we descr,i

of probability.

We shall. use the letter P as an ebb/

n-place of "the probability.ofheadS," for

P(heads)

;arentheses ere-there .to' help the eye.)

Suppose we wonder. whether'BiIiwill

*Tremay,be more likely 19 dt one thin the.Othel., 4
.

But in nnv twri nvp 11P onnIt.



'LES6ON'

Certainty and Uncertainty

Objective; To call attention to the fact that some events are predictable

whereas others axe uncertain.

Vocabulary: While 'many words might be included in a vocabulary list,: the f.a.ct

that a. child, uses ":sure,P instead of ."certain").,or "not very -ikelY"

instead of "'improbable" should. not be alarming: It is important

that ,he have the ideas from the lesson but-not that he say-Tartic-.
%.: \

ular words .;. Therefore you should feel free to use expreSsions

-whiCh. are meaningful' t1 the class:. / Introduce words such

forecast, predict, and:u0certain but do not insist on, the chi-l-=

, glocks (some ali one Color, .bthers of the same size and shape but

of different colors); non-transparent cloth bags; checker's

coin,ting disks marked with a crown on one side and a star on the

other.

Suggestea. Procedure:

Time devoted to this lesson should be determined by the interest and under=

standing of the class. For some children, the idea of the ,uncertainty of some

events may be obyious, but for others it may not. .Activities suggested may;-be

used. .on different days.

Lead a discusSion of the certainty' of some events in everyday life as

opposed to the uncertainty of others. You may want to introduce the' idea by

questions like, the following:

Can you tell something that's going to happen tomorrow?

Do you knOw what a fortune 'teller is?

Do. you ;think it's going to rain?

What kind of car will come around, the corner next?.

Will we come to schoolon Sunday?

21
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.,Certainty .and.Uncertaint

Objective;:._

Vocabulary:

To call attention to the fac't'that som

whereas others are uncertain....

While'manyrds might be included

that a childHaSes '.'_sure," of . "c

instead oi:"i/14#-.OloaloW should.not.be
me.

laLlt.:he'heArethe ideas froin the.lesson

ularWords;.. Therefore, you Shoald fee
.

144inh.are meaningful t1 thejclaSS.'' In
,

.

'foreCast, predict, anduncertainl but

.drenis using them,

Materialai ,docks (some, e

.

lf one .Colota ..tithers of..,..

:of different.colors); 7nontransparent

collating disks marked With'a crown on

other-.
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.Aawmany of You had more Cis than S's ?

° How many had more S's than C's 7

Who had the largest number of .C'a ?."

Who..had the largedtnuber of S's ?

Pupil page.2::This page repeats' the-firstactivitli and 'should go more smoothly.H
-

Compare'the results this time with those the Pupils Obtained onthe first e,1

Page. Ask quejtions as before to 'develop the 4deaof certainty and uncer-

tainty, and disCuss answers to the eight questions.

Pupil page 3: By the. time t pupil completes this pageand discusses his

answers to the questions, he should understand that the checker is "fair",

thatis,that one side is just,ag'likely to come up as the other: He also

will khow that he can't be certain which side will be up on the next shake

or spin.. You may want the pupils to add to show the total C's and S's

they obtained on the three experiments and to find the total number of

times they spun the checker,

Oi

24-
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Shake your checker in a cup or spin it and let it stop. If the

shows, put an s -441i-in one of the boxes under ;r . If the V1 shows,

put.a C in a box under the rAl Stop when one set of boxes is filled..

/ ,

How many C's did you make?

How many §'s did you make? r.

3. How many times did you spin or toss the checker?

4. How many more, marks are there in one set of boxes-than in'the

other?

5. Which do you think another toss or spin will show a * or

a 2

6. Toss or spin again. Did'you guess right?



cker in a cup or spin it .and let

it stop. If the * shows, put an S in one of the boxes' under

If the shows, .put a C in. a. b under the Stop when

one set of boxes is filied.

1. Did you get the rrre resultS.as last time?

2. How many times 2lid you spin or toss the checker?

3. How many S's -did you make?

4. How many C's did you make?

5 How many more marks are there in one set of boxes than in

the other?

Which do you think another toss or spin will,* ow, a *. or
a

a

Toss or spin again. Did you guess right.?

Can you be certain which side of the checker will be up? /20
26 ' 4.

30



3

Shake your checker in a cup or spin it and let it stop. Show in the.

boxes which side comes- up. If the side with the * comes up, puan S-
i n4 box. Ifthe }Al comes Lip put a C in a box. Stop when all

boxes are filled.

,-

m

Haw many *'s did you see?

2. How many s did you see?

3. How.-Marm times did you spin or toss the ch'ecker?

4. What is the difference between the number of S's and C's ?

5 Guess what will come up next time you spin -ortoss.

6. Spin or toss again. Did you guess right?

7. Each time you do this, is it uncertain which side will come up? -4/e.,../
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Vocabulary:

Materials:

LESSON.

Comparing the LikelihOo Various Events

TO show that some events are e

are more likely than others.

ually,likely, and that some events

Equally likely, more likely, less likely, probably, chance.

o,

Colored blocks and, bags, aa'for Lesson 1;', large spinners for, use

at-the-front OT-the-roomHwith-dialP-Of (A) hAlfrad, haIf-blue,

and (B) one- fourth red, three-fourths blu (see the lapt section

of this commentary); sitalf.-spin ers and Markers such apa bean,

piece of corn, or bit of colored aper for, use by ;the cl>xildren.

Suggested Procedure:

Discuseithe fact that although some events are not absolutely certain, we

say they'are."very likely" or "alMost sure" to happen.' In a given season, the

. weather, is very likely to be warm (or cold). It is not-Certain that there will

be milk for ]lunch (because the truck might break dolin), but ittsvalmost certain.

You cannot besure you will see at least one car on the way home from sChool

but; you'd be very much surpriged if you didn't. When we say something is

probable, or that it will probably happen, we think it is more likely to happen

than not There are some things that are not very likely to happen,.but they

are not impossible. Other things are impossible (thecow jumps over the moon,

for instance). Use examples from children's daily life of more likely and less

likely events and.of things that are'impossible.

28.
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Objective:

Vocabulary:

Materials:

..\

LESSON.

Comparing the LikelihOo Various Events

TO show that some events are

are more likely than others.

e c uelly and that' some events

,/

Equally likely, more likely, le s likely, probably chance.

COlored blocks and bags, as for Lesson 1;' large spinners for use

at-the-front of-the-room Hwith -dials-Of ( A) hAlft red, half-blue,

and :,(B) one-fourth :red, three-fourths blue (see the lapt section

of this commeptary); smalf%ppin ers and markers such 4.a. bean,

piece of corn; or bit of colored aper for use by the cifildren.

Suggested Procedure:

r.

Discusaithe fact that although some events are not absolutely certain, we

say they are "very likely" or nalniost sure" to happen. In a given season, the

. weather, is very likely to be warm (or cold). It is iv:AT- certain that there will

be milk for ]lunch (because the truck might break doWn), but it's ialmost certain.

You cannot be sure you, will see at least one car on the way home from sChool,

but you'd be vety much surpriSed if you didn't. When we say .gomething is

probable, or that it will probably happen, we think it is more likely .to happen

than not There are some things that are not very likely to happen, .but they
k

are not impossible. Other things are impossible (the cow jumps over. the moon)

for instance). Use 'examples from children's daily life of more likely and less

likely events and. of things that are impossible.

28

32



44innersnkshow the pupils the result.. Large spinners must alsdbe carefully.
\

and cheCked to be sure that the point =r is nOt influenced by the position of

sPinner..

. I

. 0
-

Use Spinner A. .ASkchildren where t y have seen spinners before and why

..theyweretused. DeVelop the idea. that. sp nners. select "by chance", because the

.,perSon-who:spins cannot knoW.in advance juat where the inter will stop:. Ask

. children whether'ihey can tellwhich color the:pointer will stop on (No.)

IS it more likely to stop on led than on blue? (NO;)

Is it less likely to stop on red than on blue? (No.)

Are red and blue equally likely? (Yes.)
.

Have each child spin it once and keep a re

Discuss these results, bringing out the no

ord of the 'results on the chalkboard.

ion that red and blue are equally

red blue

81n :

.J.Jsei:Spinny B and repeat.

6

Discuss these results. if blue and red are

now. eqttally likely; if red is less like]. than blue; if blue is more likely

than red Let children tell in their own

than'red.

ds why they think blue.is more-likely%

,

.3
Suggest playing the same game with blocks as in thepreceding lesson, but

this time explain. that you will put Iwo green blocks and one yellow block into

the bag. There will,probably be a protest from te-children whose team$. would

get a point for g yellow block. If not, let one pair of teams play briefly;*

record and discuss the scores.

Pupil pages 4-8: Op page 1 children can.pass the spinner, to another pair as they'

finish. Keep 6:record on the board clf the number of winners.and discuss

with the class the fact that the players-are equally likely to win. If4yOU

think it is desirable, the game can

ing a. different color this time.

be played again with the children. choos-

Most .playerS will, probably not re

because . the 'Spinner is !'.unbiased" Be

6th. the top or the. bottom.On Page 5
v.

cause thib.is the first time pupils
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keep track Ofthe spins by markingan X in the girdle, they may need.to

be reminded to mark one circle each time they spin In discussingthefour

questions, children may be, aurprised-to'Seel-rOw few in their room actually

reached "stop ". and how many. times the marker moved first in One direction

an then in the Other.

Page 6 iasimgar to page 5. Record on the board *he-number of pupils

who ended on red, On,biee, as the "Circus"; and ,.at "Clean YOUr Root", Let

thethdiacusSthese results:

Pages 7 and 8 use the'One-fourth .red; three-fourthe blue spinner. Dis

cuss the answers to thelqUestiona on these pages. Ask children why so many

more of them reaaed the. goal here thpribn pages 5 and 6.,

Pupil pbges 9-10: These two pageswill.help you evaluate the childiren's.under-

standing of the first two lessons. For some of the items, such as 2, 3,

and 5 on page 9, there aremany answers but these indicate that the Child

understands.

A discussion should follolethe completion of each of these pages.

Optional Further Activity 2- AnExperiment

Some children might. profit.from this experiment. .Howmany times, on the

'average, do you think you have to spin a. one-half red,. one-half blue spinner

before it points to red?

'Spin the one-half red, one-half blue spinner and' count the spins before you

get If you get red on the first spin, write 1 . If you do not get red

until the.fourth:gpin, write 4 . Then start over., Keep a record in columns of

10 'reds each. When you have recorded the number of spins for ten reds, add the

number of spins needed, and divide this sum by -10 to find the average fiumber

of spins needed.

Does the average change-much from one coluMn to another? Add the sums for .

five columns (50 reds) and divide by 50 .

2 ?' HoW much greater or less?

IS this average greater or less than



Children, could arrange their reobrdHin_ this ftblclu

'Number of Spins to Get a Red

10th red

9th red

8th red

7th red

6th. red

5th red

4th zed

3rd red

'2nd red

1st red

SUM,

SUM & 10

e

FrOm this experiment,.moref.mature youngsters could gain some feeling for .
the stability in large'numbers'and the randomriess. of the smaller samples.



winner

os .

0

Keep it flat on the desk.

You and another pupil race.

First color the race track red or blue
as shown.

One pupil chooses the red track, the
other the blue track.

Each pupil put a marker on start.

If the'-spinner stops °nixed, the pupil
with the red track moves one. space.

If: the spinner sto*n blue, the pupil
1,

with the blue track moves one space.

Take turns usinglhe.spinner.

Spin until one pppvil wins.

Now start the race- spin.

Repeat, if your teacher directs.

Keep track of the Winners.

7.15: start

inner

c

0
0

33



Colorthe sidewalk, as shown.

Do not color the space marked
stop

Use the spinner:

0-

Put your marker on Home.

If the spinner stops oriTed, move

down one space. If it 'stops on,

blue, move up one space. Put:

an Xikfifope of the circles each ,,

time you spin. Wherryou fill
the circles, put an X fn the

space where your marker is. If
you get to the top 9r the bottom,

do not spin again. Put an X in

Flom

the space where your marker is.

1. How,far from Home is your. marker?

2. Where is it on red,

How many puPigfrh yourtqom are on blue?
0
C)

stop

on blue, or back 1-164rne ?

According tolthe rutes, how far_from

Home cou,ld .0u_get?



se tht spinner' Othe circus or cleaning your room.

each time you spin:

If you get to nircus' or

your room!' .

I-f you lin in a I bof
t31

and mark

Ilia rk17

pin:

Clean 2_
,-your

. room



nother

Use the spinner: Colorthe sidewaik as stiovih.
,

0 not color the space marked

0

tome"

Put Marker on Horh6:.

Spin. If the spin6ef.r.49is on red,

move down one spade:: If it stops on

blue, move:up one,siiace.
3

Put an X-in-966'bf.the circle

yo tl When you fill the,

*circles, put an X in space

where yOur markei.ls, If you get

to the fop or the bottom,, do not spin

again. Put at) the space

where your marker

I Where did you

Home? .

; stop

encl.- on red on'blue, or back

i4

How manNepupillin your room d d not get to

either end?

3. .121oty many pupils stopped'xin lied?

4. Do you think more pUpits should have

stopped on red ihan' On blue?:



U.Se the spinner

Yourmother gives- you another choice. If:the

spinner stops on red, move toward :!'clean your room "..

If the spinnerstops,on blue, move toward "CirCtis".

Put an X in one of the circles here each time

you spin.

If you get to "Circus"lor "Clean your room' ,

stop.
te

If you fill in .all of the circles, stop.and mark

with an X ,where your rniarker is.

Spin.

Color 01 ue

Circus

,4

'&111' ,

start lor red

'Ditriidtfget to the circus?

2. How many pupils in the room' got'

to the circus?
AS"

3. How many -had to "Clean your

room"?

4. Howlmany pupils in the9room did

not get to eith-et end?
'I'

37- -41'
4' 4

Clean
your
room



Color thetioCk.iin....th:e::.O0t;t1;.06.''.. Tell 1104.4.r.f..

...put in each. bag: ."..

1. tIf I iivantedto.6iVe an equal-Chance:ot drawing red.

or blue, I would put in / I blocks.

2. If I Wanted blue to be more likely than red,

I could put red.blocks.

3. ,.If I wanted blue to be less likely than red,

I could put in red blocks.
4

4. If I wanted an eqUal chance of drawing red or blue,

Nyould put in red blocks.

.5. If I wanted to be sure I would draw a red every time,

et tI could put in

6. If I wanted tote sure of drawing ajitloe bloc ,

I woultl.put in r7 red tlocks.

If I-wantedto be sure of drawing a blue block,

I would put*in r red blocks.



10

Color the blocks in the bags blue. Tell how, many red blocks you would

put in each bag:

If I wanted to draw a' red block about as often as

a blue one, I would put in Z

If 1 wanted to draw a red block 3 times as often

as a blim one, I would put in .

If I wanted to draw a red block'half as often as a.

blue one, I would put in / .

If I wanted to draw a blue block every time, . I

would ptit in

If Iwaiited,to draw a red blOck everylime, . I

could put in / ovt

60, If I wanted to'draw a red block twice. as {ten as a

blue one, I would put. in

7. 'If I wanted to draw a red bloCk.one-third of the

time, I would put in
-*

Brain Teaser: I have a bag with 3 red blocks in it. If I wanted to draw a

blue block of the time, I would put in blue blocks.
3

39
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Combining Events: This One AND That One

Objective: ..To show that probability may decrease when two events are both

required to happen. .

Vocabulary: Both .an

Materials: Two cloth bags, red,and.blue blocks, several small spinners with

dials half-red, half-blue.

.4 /
'Suggested. Procedure:

- ,

(NOTE:' Beet:use the concept involved is hard for children to verbalize, an

attempt is-medehere to provide experiences which wii.1 leaNhem to the desiried

conclusion. The games suggested will probably require more than one class period.

They may also be played on such occasions as rainy recesses.)

Game 1. Divide the'class intC two teams Or into several sets of two,teams,',:Give

each set of two teams a bag with one red block and one blue block'in

member Of'a-team, without looking, takes a block from the bag. If it is red 'he

scores a point for his team, but if it is-blue, no point is scored. The block-

is returned to the bag and the bag is shaken. .A player.from,the other team

then gets to draW.:Players on the two teamp continue-.to take turns,untii.eaeh

team has had -20 draws, The points are recorded. on the board in the box for

the first game.

First Game

Second Game

Team A Team B

Genie 2. NoW provide two bags for each .pair of.teams. Each b'ag etritains one---
red block and one blue block ag before. Play the game again but.this time two

members of the same team, each using a. different bag, withdraw a block:. In,

order,. to score a point, -both blocks chosen dust be red. The points are tallied

on the board in the box for the second gSme. The blocks are replaced in the

bags from which they were withdrawn and 'two players from t second team get

4o
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-)v
to draw....ach team gets twenty turns as before., compaa'e the number.of,points

scored:in this game with the scores in. the firat game. 'The record.might now

lookaike

First Game

Second Ganie

Team A Team 'B

lill Ufl I llt I 1 I i 1 I I

lit 1 I 1 I 1 I

If there. were more points scored in the second game, than inthe first

(unusual but not impossible),. play the game several more times.. We-Wbuld expect

each team :t.9 score about 10 points in the first game and about 5 point's Sri

the second game.

Discuss the two games with the-class.

Is it more likely that both members of a ream will get a red

block than that one 1,7±11 ? (No.)

Is it just as likely? (No.)'

Is it less likely that both players On'ateat-Wi

block than.that justonelwillT. (Yes,)

.!,.get, a red

, .

Game 3. A.Pupil page 11 can b 'Used now-otz.capAbe"..Yrwhni3laying.this.
. '

~game a secondtiMe..) ,game use the)

.
half-red ,half -blue sp-3.treil?nd ateaintat;e7.:drair.ai.biocifrativthag ai score

.. ., . . .. .......,

the sPinnt iiiustbvi)AVied.and a' red bld6k'mt.1A be-with#a*1,- Record the
_ .

.

.

:points as beforebn.the board.
. ,

. First Game

Second. Game'

Third Game

Team A Team B

tin Uff, 1 iiti IX I

UK 1

Ill

Did the_esult-of spinnin aye any effect on the block that was

chosen? (No.)

DiOone thing have anything td-do with the other? (No.)

-Was Billy just as likely to getred as blue Wheh he used the

spinner? (Yes.)



Was Same just EID likely to get red ,as blue when he took a block

out of the bag? (Yes. )

Is it just as. likely to:get red both : times

on one or the, other? (No:

as it is to' get red

Jack., tell us which is more likey to happen in this game

get red bOth times or to get red.. Once.

How are: the second game ,and -the. third gaMe

J.
Pupil page This page can be used withtne third:gamehen that game is

introduced, .or it can be used as a. activity With,'two, teams ,when the

game". Is played for a second time. ,
A

Pupil ..lolages 12: and :13: diaCussion oftheee two :pages after children have 7

completed them Should help pupil: understand that it is lesS likely that

two events will both happen than that',E1 given. one of the two will happen.

Some children might enjoy making a. problem fOr their -e'lassmates similar

to number 6 on page 13.,



Use the spinner:
Put a red block and a blue.block in a bag. Have

,.q.

two teams. One'playerftw:',Team A spins. Men

another player for Team 'A withdraws a block

frorethe- bag.

o score, the spinner must stop on red and a red block must be withdrawn.

20,. turns. feams.Team'B spins and draws. Play until each team has

Alms. Keewscore in the box by using tally marks.

Team

Ar,e
;0; 4,

4.'i Are
1 :1

4._ .7 I

i0 just a likely to get red as blue-when you spin.

10s, s likelyrto draw a red block as .a blug

,"siiin have any effect an Iffe blockthat is chosen'

;more (Draw a 'ring,aro'und the number.:

d'red both times.

just once.,

Whatisjeam A's score after

20 turns?

What is Team B's score after

20Murns?



Draw a red ring around the namezreVery animal-that has four

s. Draw a blue, ring around,the name of every farnanimal, even if

it alreadyhas.a,red ring.

hen
.11)

I drew ,6 red rings. There are .5" animals with four.legs.
;I

I drewa bltie rings. There are farm animals.
4

words have both a red and a blue ring around them. There

are ,3 animals which are both farm p-i-malS and havb four legs.

4. Are all animals which have four legs farm animals?

5. Do you think there are more animals which have four 'S..":ihan there r

are animals which both have four legs and..,are.farm

44



Look at these words. 'Draw a -red ring around every word that has

the letter a in it Draw a blue ring around every wocdthat has the

letter n in it even if it already has a red ring.

13

about - begin cat do

father hand him always banana

look make my penny , one

we where ,_work you,ran

words: have the letter a P in them.

words have the letter n in them.

3. c t words have both the letter a mid the- letter n in them.

4. Which are there more of words with red rings, or woills With both

red and blue rings? rings.

Would, you expect to have more words with both a and n than just

with a ?

In the VVicks family there are four children.

Guess which is wire likely:

Each child's name has an r in it

(2) Each child's name has both 'an r and an a in it.

Here .are the actual names of tile children

Richard. Frank

'Cook carefully at each nap

Dorothy Mary.

Did you guess'Torrectly?

4519
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LESSON 4

Combi4irig .Evens: This One OR That One

. .

Objective: To show that probability may increase when either one ',rep.
e4..:1:

, .P.

another (or both) is acceptable. :

-

Vbc bular Either, or.

411aterialb: Two green blocks; one yellow block, beg small spinners with dial

half red, half blue.

,Suggested Procedure:

Recall games ih which children have more than one guess (Seven-Up, Dog
. ,

and Bone, etc.). Ask Whether these games give a child a better chance to win

than if he had just one guess.

Tell the class that you have one block in the tag. Ask a chM to whisper,

to you what color he thinks it is Without tel4ng him that he is right or

wrong,' ask someone else to whisper his guess to you'. Discuss the fact that

there are now two chances that the colorwas guessed.

Which is more. likely: that either'Bob or Bill guessed right

(Either Bob orBill -- at lebstor just thatBill guessed right?

One of the two.)

I. Divide the class into two teams. Use two green blocks and one yellow

bloak in a bag To score a point fOr his team,. the player. must WithdraW the
1

yellow block. The block is returned to the bag after the draw. All the chil-

dren can keep a'record'of the points in box I on Pupil page 14.
0

IT. -Play the game again. This time allow the player to' select a second time

without replacing the first block, if his first choice wars not the yellow block.

Children wan record the points in box II on page

III. Play a third game. In order to sdare.time, the child must use the .

half-red, half-blue spinner first ana then withdraw a block. If either the

spinner stops on red or he takes the Yellow block, he scores a_ point. If he



:-.111

... :::::;.,

T.,..

..-.it.

,.,. . ,

,,., '.. , .

gets.both-desirOd results, the Score is still orilY,./Onep4int HeCord the points.:
-... ,

,;1,.;
.s.. ,in box III ori-p e,,,;,kPlay.the same number of turria'fdr.eachg8me,

,
Discuss the results of these three gamesillPte, for example, that in-the

thirdgate in:;which a point is scored. ,either, on the.'spiririer or, for a

yelldw block; the scores are higher than The.gai ,could
.

,
'e played again if you thirik it:is desirable.

InprObability,..,aither,oe also means both" so One thinks, 'Either.

this can happen or that can happen or both can happen." This is efferent from .

the way-:boyaan4 girls have leaple:dtb4.'in .erpret the termASter,.oe which 'is

'.'Either this orthat bdt notibbtb.' If a. parerit.;sayeetbu may have milk o

;2;

lemonade, "" a child does notf.nnderstand this to mean `either,Or,cr, bOthtt,

good illustration of the'm.athematical meaning in a setting familiar to boys and

girls-ds rather diffadlt-Ao give. However, discuss the fact.thaE sometimes

whet you say, "Either this mby'happen or that.may.," .it4g;poskible that both
IR ,

things will Aapfen. If Mother salktEAher we-will have p..picni5o.on. Saturday

or we'' tp'the drive-in for dinner," she might also decide,that yo'u would

firSt have'rl'a..4ionic lunch and thezfr.p. to the drive-in in the evening.

In thiS .discUSsion Tritti-Cicirr 4.1'4 if you #17.4.. 2 '.'blue..blocks and 1 red

one in a:bag, you might draw a blue one eitherthe first time or the.aecorid

time, orboth.

Sometimes, however, it ig impossible for both things to happen! Either it

will rain tomorrow or it won'''t, but not both. In game:III'you milbCbick the

yelloW block on tie first draw, but if you did you couldn't also get'it qri trAe

second draw (because it would rib longerlaie .in the bag). Of course, you night.
2

not get the yellow block at all.

Pupil pages 15 and 16: Children are to dr8w rings around the words as indiOnTeli-V

The questions are to help them see that if the situation is "either,oef

there are more possibilities thant.if it is ."both,ane. This can be devel-
. es-

oped in,a discussion of their answers.

For somechildren you may want toadd these questions for page 16:

5 What is the sum of the .answers to questions ontand two?

From the to to question fiveubtract the -answer. to

questionllee. .(l9 -5.= 14.')



'.e.;.snswer..to six the same as the answer to one of
.., ';,-.,

e other quest±cki0;?...::.(Ye question 4.) Explain why this is
:.-.4.*,stsi, question 5 we` b_ e the nuMber of . words with the....let-ter

or the letter e in 'them.. We subtreOt the,numbeiy6f::Words
:?that have both s and e in fhem,:' ;as, these ...2lieve:bgen counted
twice )

Pupil page 17: This page, will .'r(*Jre close *superVisionl Children .shout s
complete the section lunder recOrdirig'their first. *spi,n and -their, .

second spin in thQ pr61564-- dolumns. After they l'ia:'ie..made the entries for
16 sets of two spins," they then record the,se,..andep the heading Res4ts .

mach pupil, must work oarefully to tally theSe.;corte4ly in the four columns
.because he sotiitimes mekes 2 tallies for a. row and sometimes only:One.

4

For example, 2'0 on tiisa first spin and.a red on irie"second spin wOuld
.

be marked under Red:end Red and also under At leasi one, Red. If the
pro spins had been blue Ola;,..the.fiist..:Siiin and lue .on,:the',Secortd..3Spin
is would be recorded by only under No Red. This will be

,
i'i:21/ Children to at. ffiS::. ;'

You can.. cheek rather qUick.ly b3r tliatirt a. mark is made in- th
third column, No. Eta, then there shotiii:U.be no Marks in the other. Coluirirls
for that ro'w. _If. a tally appears in the first column;... Red and Red, :tfiere

47.

shoul.also be a tally in the last cblumxii, At least one Red. If a. tali!!..:
appears inAhe second column,.. EXadtiy.one.Red,:then, tally should SiSo
be made in the last column.:4-'AV%least one. Red.

7-4-r

Dismiss children' s- Sits-Wei1/4. to the seVen questions ,..*d eneourage them
to state their reasons':



Score Cat=

is, is for you to keep score of some games played by your class.

Yourteacher Will leadlhe games:.

..'Two green blocks and one yellow block:in a bag; One draw.
,

Team .A Team B
.....,...,., .

,
, ,

.

t:t

:

, v..
,......

.

II

Winner is

wo green blocks and,one,yellow block in

TgaM

ba

Make tally
marks

o.
ett

Two draws allowed. .

eam Team

_
.

.
.

.

.



These are the names of animals. Draw a red ri9g around the

name of every d`nimal that has four legs. Draw a blue ring around the

name of every farm animal.

COW

animals have' four legs.

animals are farm animals.

animals ale both farm animals and animals with four legs.

animals are eithdr farni an4mals or anim4s with fOur legs
ss, 41,1
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ls Look at the Words below...Draw a red ring around every wordwthat

16

If *

has the letier s in it Draw a blue ring around every Word that hos.

theletter e i ri it.
R

ask be dress wfall': 0

41-

'get green L guess .,.
w

I
fi

marl mother

, .. . .

street , that .us '''
...,

, .

words have the letter s in them:

words have the letter e in them.

IS .

red.

use
4

0.

. words have both the letter and the letter

words have either the letter Othe letter e Or.botth.

6

knpw.

5ee

you

iC.

if

!..,"

4



to

.

'

.4
Use a spinner which

is
1 1

rea and atue.

Spin twice and
4record under
.".Fitsrspiet and

Sampletecond,spin"
144,

'Repeat 16 times.

Now look at your
.,fiord of gpins.
Put tally marks in
the right 'place
utter Results.

2

3

4

5

Spins Results

First
spin

Second, Red
spin &

Red Blue ked Blue Red

Ex-
actly
one
Red

No

Red

I

At
least
one
Red

6-
7

8

See'the Sample. 9

Total the c
10

olumng. r ,

Total-

Which -risuit has the greatest number of tallies? ,1(-1` ce'r-c-

( Ce.,_lateey
Are any.twO results equal ?,

If so, which ones?
;Aria

4. Which has the least number of tallies?
tir

'

If you,Were to guess before y4u did the activity, which result would you
.guess would have tip greatest number of tallies?.

If ypu repeated the activity manyqmes, woulcf you expect 'No. Red =' t
have less tallies than "Exactly one RedP

If you repeated the activity, would you epect the results to be. exactly
-they same? .

52



Objective:

LESSON 5

Number of Possibilities

To introduce the idea of the number,of poibibilities for a givn

experiment and to use aimpletables to show these possibilities.

Vocabulary: Possibility, table row, column, (optional) probability.

Materials:" Two red blocks, two blue blocks, twd.bags;: cheCkers, red and blue

crayons, small spinners halfnred, half- blue, .small spinners one-

third red, one -third blue, one -third yellOw.

Suggested Procedure:

Review the fact that sometimes there are onlYiwo'posbibilitiesIben some- ,

thing happens. When a-bag contains only red and bluOblocks, the paly.Colors-

tiTat can re drewn from it are red and blue. .If p. child spins a checker, it
,.

Migh of course, stand on edge, but if we say that we wohlt,dount that as a.

spin, the only possibilities are that it will land withone pr the other of the

two faces on top. It-cannot do both.
. .

gaffs!
.

Recall the -chilaren played in whin they had to draw blOck from

each of two bags-- Suggest,that.they.playthe game again, but ,keep score in a

new way.' tse'sets of two teams, called S (Same) and p- (p. erent). 'A plaYer

draws a block from eaoihrof two bags. (each containing one red an one blue block).

If the two blocks are the same color, it is a. Point for Team S. If they are of

different cOlors, i#eis a point fora. Team t.- Record the results and ask abpiit

the fairnesd. of the .game. Is one team as:likely.to win as the Other? (Yes.)
.

Now suggest that the boys form one team, the girls another, and you, alone,

Vie third. Use the tame bags and blogkPasjPefore. a'playerdraws two red,

blocks, :lje is a point for the girls-. If he draws:two blue blockS', it is a'point:

for the boys. If he:drawsblockscf different coloraiit is a point for you

Play 'the game and have each pUpil keep a record onPupil page 18,of the drawing,

es well as,of the score.. .The sample shows how to record a red block drawn frdm

the first bag and a blue block frOm the second bag. DisCuss the children's

answers to the four exercises on this page and lead them. to discover. why you

:kayo a better chanCe to.win.than either the boys or the girls. Let them use

.



)'

their own words trclieXplain.that there are two possibilities for drawing' ditferent
S.

celors but.pnly one for drawing two reds and only one for drawing two blues.

'LessonS10 and 11 could follow this lesson if you think this order would be

appropriate or your children. Also, when you reach a point in -tflis unit which

seems to be bout,as fnr as your children ban profitably go, you might want to
I

look at later lessons to See if there are ideas which you might adapt so they

would be appropriate for your children.

Pupil page 1917. :Thii3 page should be used with-the class working together: Explain

that each part of a flagiMay have only one.Colory so if red is used for halt

of the first flag it may not be used. for the other hale. Children may need

to be assured that it is not "wrong" if they leave two flags uncolored. On

the contrary, there are only two ways to USered and blue withoutrepetition..

Y.011 may need to explajn that dfferent.shades,or angles of drawing with the

same crayon do not represent a different. way of making the flag. Compare

eaeh flag to a.13Ag containing one red and-Q,neblue block. If the red.block

lc, taken out first, alI that is left isblue, and vice versa,

Pupil page 20t On this page, the same. color. may be used in both pal4s of p.b x

so each box is_like-two bagb, each of which has a. red and a.blue blocIt. A

child might draw a red block from one bag snd.ared block from the Other

tag, so a. box might hive both parts red, etc. See if children can transfer

this idea. to the game played at the beginning of this lessen boys score

On 2 blue blocks, girls on 2 rectblocka and-the teacher on 1 red and

Paget 21 and 22: Complete t4ese tw-page's Els a class activity. Children

can share the small spintiersor you can spin one spinner and the children

can:tally the results in the:Chart.

':DiScUss the answexs to theeightquestions and then introduce.the table
A

at the bottom of the page. Mention thdt it, is an orderly way to:show the

.psossibilities of spinning a sPi]Aner and tossing (or apinning)- a checker.

Mention that the left side 'show's the result of a spin on the spinner and

that this will 15.e:indidated f4rjst in its row. The top 'Ofthetablie sheWs

the side of the checker which it up, and thel4esult issheWn:second in the

column below its name: AlwaysAork from lefto right and,tqpto/bottom

iii. these tablet:. .Calltheir attention to'tb# first box, RC, MhiCh has
. A .

been filled- in. Have thildrentAII. whatthed,R stands for and what the
, 0 .:

o;V

.P54
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C-stands for. me next "bOX' in the table toabok at is red on the spinner

and star on the ohetker. Childrenwrite ES in thisboxsto stand for red

On the spinner and a. star on the checker. Ask which box should be completed

next 'and then have each pupil write BC in thit hox to liepresent blue on '

the spinner and a crown on the checker. .Complete-the table by. writing BS

in the latt box.' Some children will heed_extra.practice inlearning how to

complete tables. There7fbre.two more todo in this lesson. Always work. in

a. def der while doing this; we have used the left to right and top

to bottom sequence in thia,unit. Show children how easy it, is to- "read"..
4

the fourpossibilitieS:frOM this table.

Pupil page 23': Practice in;:i0ing and interpreting a. table is given, on thit

page. Some children ilineed.to spin the one -third red, one'-third blue,

one-third yellow..spinrierelpfindthe possibilities with this .spinner

:iand a. checker. Again WOrk:'With the left to right and top tr.:D./Atom approach:

' in completing this table. In questiOn 3) childrea.canCount to tee that.4he-.

table shoUs there are six posSible resultt.pfspinningthis..sPinner and

tossing a' checker. By lboking at. the table they can alSO.ahawer qUestion 4.

In:4h and 4c you may need to' call attention to the:Word .01"-. It may

be-helpful if children draw p. red ring around the answers inthe table for.

Wbo and a blue ring around the'answers for 4c, .

Pupil page .24: Letters are used for the children/8 names in this table. Children

may need to be assured that there are o&y 8 possible pairs of leaders

even though the list shows places for 10 . If desirable, you might make

cards with the six names on them and select cards to find different pairs
a.

of children, choosing a. card from the boys' pile and a. card from the girls/

pile.

Optional Further Activities Games.

'These games can be used to provide drill in addition:alid subtraction.

Came 1 - Smaller and Difference ,

. This game for two people uses two.spihners with dials of 6 equal parts

numbered from. 1 through 6,, or.two cubes with faces numbered from 1 -through

6 . One player is D (for difference) and the tttl.r S (for sMaller).

The twO'cubes.:are toSsed.(br the twospinners are .spun), and.the.playersloOk
. .

the two numbers.. Player .D earns one pOint-if the.difference between the two



:numbers is greater than the smaller of the two number0...If the smaller of the

.two,num1M-rhs, is greater than the difference,. Player S gets one Point. If tie

difference equalsthe smaller; fOr example if the numbers are 4 and '2 or

6 and 3 , laeither.player gets a Point. PlaytO see who gets a certaln number

of points first, for example *17 1
.410

After several children have played the: game, ask them if it is a fair game.

Would they rather le*.S or 11)2.? This table showt.that S has the greater

TABLE OF .DIFFERENCES chance to Win. Squares are dra

Second-Oube--- around-the-Cases that are ties.
2 3 .4- 5

Ovals are draWn around the casesMINIM
2

1

1. C 4)

RE
1 i
miniEN t flG4 .

, 1

4,0

:40)

Game 2 -.Sums and Doubles7.7

,where thdifference is greater than

the smaller* nuMber. The. rest of the

entries in the table representthe

cases where q wins apc:mt. Of the

36 cases: there are 6 ties, D.

wins in l2 cases, S wins in 18.

I..
, cases. So

1
.5 ' wins - of the time.

2-
wins

1
Of. the time.and D

1.4%.

Twos layers use the, Same two.spinners or the two cubes in Game 'Onh

player is Called "SuMs".:and tWither. "Doubles". Each Player tosses c'u1

(Or apina.One spinner). 1s " adds the nUMbers shown'on the two cubea*while

"Dodblea".1boks at his cube and doubles that number. If "SUMs2s" sum, is greater.,

than "DoUblea's" doUble ofhis..number, he,gets.,one 'point. If not, "Doubles" gets:

the point No points are given for ties (for example, if both "Sums's" .C4e and

S"Doubles's" cube showed 3). Play until one player- is a certain umber of

points, 15'for example. Pupils can determine after playing this game that it

is a fair game. Of the 36 entries in a 63< 6 table, S wins .15 times,

D .wins 15 times, and there are 6 ties.

Game :3 Add or Doubie_YOur Sabre-

Thia game is a variation of-Game 2. Now, however, "Sumb's" score is the

actual sum on the two cubes (or spinners) and "Doubles28" score.is the actual

double of the number. on his:,. cube (or, spinner): For example, if "Sums's" cube
. 0

showed 5 and "Ddubles's"lcube showed 3 ".Sums" gets an for his score

60



0#score. Play Until one player gets .100 points.

can.determine after playing it many

Games :slight;

which are deSC.ribiOci:;
1 1

ose:ASCibed above can be,plaYed by using other devices

111 the.: Appondix .

. '



18

bag.

Girls, Boys, and Teacher

For this game you 'need two ba Put g red and a blue block n each

The girls are one team and the boys are anoth,er. Your teacher will

be the third team.

One of the girls starts by drawing; a. block from each bag. If the two

blocks are red, it is a point for the girls. 14,,401, are blue, it is a pbint for

the boys. If the two blocks-are of different c vs, it is a point for your teacher

f; 2, I?

`First
Bag

Second Score Or:
Bag

Girls Boys Teacher

1 ::,Who has the highest
score?,

2. If ttiis.-'game lasted
20,.turns, which
team doyou think
would win?

Does each team'have
an,.eilual chance to

Draw a circle around
each-way your
teacher can win :

1st 2nd
bag bag

,Totals

;2



Girls, Boys, and Teacher

For this game you need two ba . Put red and a blue block in each

g.

The girl's are one team and the boys are anoth,er. Your teapher will

be the third team.

One of the girls starts by drawinga block from each bag. If the two

blocks are red, it is a point for the girls. Lt, both are blue, it is a pbint for

the boys. If the two blocks-are of different c ors, it is a point for your teacher.

KeeP @,,record.on this chart.

First .

.Bag

Second
Bag

Score for:

Girls Bbys Teacher

Who has the highest
score?

If This.-'game lasted
20,,turns, which
teath doyou think
would win?

Does each team 'have
an :equal chance to

n?

Draw a circle around
'each-way your
teacher can win:

1st 2nd
bag bag

,Totals

;2



Use yoUr red and blue crayons. See how many different ways you

.f,ca n use just these two cOlors to color the two parts of the boxes. This time

you may use the same color in both part'S, ofa box.

!:

How many ways d d you find?

How many boxes are all red?

How many,boxes are, all blue?

How manyiooxes are part red and part blue? a?,

. 4:-
-How.many boxes'are at least, part blUe?.

How many boxes are at least Part red?

: ..,!

4

,
How many ways can you color these boxes with two coloi-s?

Brain TeaSer. If you could use three Colors,. guess how many ways you

can color boxes likelhese;

60', '
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.Spinner an Checker,

HOw many possibilities are thOe 11 we use thisspinner ari d thei-er

toss a checker?

. Let's.find o

ter. Put:. tally in the chrt.

sOin or toss the checker an

.tirres.,

The sample shows a res

and a star on the checkir.

Spinner
Red Blue

1

Checker

10.



Look at 'the chart you just:made to answer these question

In thk.sarne turn', didliou ever have red on thespinner an

on the Checker?

'Did at least orie oflhe turns-give-red on'the spinner and,a,:star on

the checker?

'In the same turn, did you ever getoblue on the spinner and,a crown

on the checker?

4. 144 the same turn, did the spinner ever show biueand the checker
4

show -a .star?

Can you think of aily possibility which you did not get?

How many possibilities are there with this spinner?

Have many possibilities are there with a checker?

How many .possibilitIes are thbre with khis,spinner and a checker? ,

We found fciuf posssibilities when we used-this spinher and then

Spun a checker. 'They-are: Red,..crown ;- 'Red, Star; Blue, Crown;

Blue, Star .

omplete this table wing R for d, B for Blue

and S for Star.
Checker

Crown

C for Crowr

'66



ow let's find the possibilities with this spinner;.:

and a checker.

Complete this table. YOU May spin thepointer and toss a checker if you

Checker

How many possibifities are there

with the checker?.

How many possibilities are

there with this spinner and__

a checker

How many possibilities arelhere with.;,

(a) red on the spinneriand a crown on the checke

(b) red or blue on the spinner and a star on the checker?

(t). yelloion the spinner .ancra crown or a .siar, op-the



Miss Hbiliday alwas has one boy and one girl lead the class to lunch.

Thtboy§ who have not had a turn are Bob, Dan, Tom,. and.. frank. The
sk"

only_girls who have not had a-turn-are Mary and Helen.'

Miss. Holliday writ.,e§leach tinl9t,(11P'on a'card I ike this :

D'an .'loom Fr,;,an1( Mery. 'Helen

To find o.ut.who, will lead .the Os§ today, M ss Holliday puts'the

names in one box'andthe girls'-names b9x. Then she dray

one na.Me from each`

here'.

,

Hovtiipany:OifferentposOblli ies are.fr rre ..for;..a boy and .-agirlt0,:jead.::

4

YoU c etornplete the table or writethe na

Girl
Leery

J`

s-of the e-possible leaders

BOYS

' Bob Dan Tom. Frank

Mary MB ,v67, ,

Helen //; ,9i iic
With :the

checker, there were

..c.

Zrcolored sPinner and the

.2 With the 3-colored spinheran.
the checker, there 'were

r.

3: With 4 'boys and 2 girls, there

are possible pairs: of_

leaders pwithOnetoy one'girl.
64:-;

363, t.
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LESSON 6
-a

CombibAtions (of v., 2 .thifts)

Objectives To count the .number of, ways twip things can be

set.
Y

VocallUlary: 'CoMbinations.
,

Ma erTls: None.

41
SUgestl.' Procedure:

LessoT ns 6 and 7 are concerned with-comkin4tions and Lesson 8 introduces

selected from a laVg.er

0 V

ordered arrangements. YoUMay'want'td, read.;again sections 7 and 8 of the
.11

Maihematical CoMmentabefore teaehint'tha-se lessons.: In Lessons 6 and 7 we are

itilAaC subsets s4' withnpg while in Le n 8 we are working with in which .,
e.

-k, .
.

order is consid6ed commonly terriir permutationt. This word need not be used
. .

with children.

)

*resent problems ad*ilar to..the
:01

When you play Squirrel in a Treei,,,you first get.N into groups of

:three, and then two ofeaeh groUp join hands tab make' a tree with
1

.the squirrel inside. Suppose Bob, ferry,and Jack are in one

group. How many'aifferenways can they make a treeT, (Use

children in the claasanehavethetri demonstrate.: Bob and Terry,

BOK.and Jack, Terry. and Jack.) .4p

List the answers in a. column with thp heading 11rilreea"0. Ask:how many different

a

combinations-Were possible,

Pupils, Trees

Bob TerrY,Jaek Bob, Terry
Bob, Jack

O' Terry, Jack .

AV
Show .children pow you-did this systematically, going. from left to right with

the list of0hree.boys,ieb first. Ask children howmany differenttrees can

be made if LA were' in the group with Bob, Terry, and Jack. After children

have given their.precitions; make a newaist of."Trees".

69



Pupils.
s.

Bob 411erry'4jack

Bob, Terry, Jack, Lee

W

in show how you have followed a definite order in writing the trees that °
te

can be made front the. four boys. You started with ,Bpb and worked:2from the list of,.. .
boys frci left to rightto 'find who would le with Bob: :'Brien you moved -tq: the

411 14 4, 4 ' r.'' right to Terry and wrote the boys who could be with him,' again going from left to
right ?Finally, you listed Jack and Lee, agaii-: folloWing the left- to right se-7. 4

4' .,. quence. Children should 'lean the importance and advitntageof.a systematic
approach such as is suggested here.

.. c.
4,t', if a S. o w.

it i
The formula: from section 8 o4" the Mathematicpl ,Comments 'would of course not.

0 f

4he used with the chl'adren, but it is included here fbr*your interest..

Trees.
C

,Terry.
Bob.,:'Jack
Terry, Jack

Bob, Terry
Bob Jack
Bob, Lee
Terry, Jack
'Terry, Lee
Jack, Lee

$ t

.30

140

Make a,,chart on thl board:
7,

e4

NumbPr inbbroup

A.

n!
slt".(n78):

Number of
G;ombinattions of 2

4

4$ 10

.41

*

(3*i, . .:3;: 34.1
'2' 2!(372): -;i7T-.1

(4 :.
'21)*- 2t(4-I. 2): 2.1.2.1.4i 0

(5y 51 [ , .___A_ - in54321
A 2 21(572)V 2!1.3.2-1 7!"

Hlirl ito %

6 .:.'61. i43.2.1.
(p)" 2 2'14.3..2!1

.441'i i
4

Change.the 'context of the problemoblem by ggesting:iat girls warett to jump
Kic

rope and tli,at they will take turns 'holding he rope, two 0- a title. What comtina-
t,ions can be made? List them. he"chart,*nt,elthe 'tabexihn the 'gro,p (5)
and the number of combinations (10). Then Jelclude one pore child in the grotip.0

t



,

11

TerhapS by this tfitip somebody- wiil.be able to gee a. pattern. and to predict the
..,

number of combinations. .For seven in the group, there are ,21 combinations.
It,

. ..

4

'TtPifpage 25: Children should haver idifficultYyith this page. TheeThe order

of children on:the:.swing or on the teeter- totter does not make a different

Set. (Order will be considered in LeSson 8.) However, do encourage a

systematic way of listing, as Betty .and.Anne; Betty and Sally, Anne and

Sally.

Pupil'page '26:1 The placing of answer lines is such that an orderly approach is

encouraged; the tebms with Mary first are in column one, Tom first in the

second coluffin, and-then:Susan first in the last column. _A left7to-right

sequence is folleed.in writing the names.as-they are 'originally stated.

Pupil pages 27 and 28: 'Agaip these pages are arranged so that a. systematic

lisfing-is,encouraged, Question 2 on pbge 28 reminds the pupil of the

9

importance of organization,

.

<4

a

;

'k

67



Betty, Anhe, and Sal y watit-to play on a swing that is made for

two children. Use B, A, and S fotthe names of the children. Put

these letters on the swings to show the three pairs of children:

From three children we can choose pairs.

Jim, Andy, and Erik want to play on a teeter-totter. Show the different

pairs of children (one on each end). Use 'J, A, and E for the names .

'Of the children..

How manylimes d9 s Erik get'to.)01a y?,

2. Three childrenle teeter- totter two at a time) in ways.

4



Mary, Tom, Susan, and Billy are playing a game. They want to

choose a team with 2 children. Show all the teams they can choose Use

M, T, S, and B for their names.

How many tea,Ms would Torn *be on

How many teams would Susan be oil?

3. Each pupil would be on how many teams?

4. From 4 childr1 en we can choose a team of two in different

wiys!

From 3 children we can choose a team of two in different

ways.

Prom 2 children Weican chbose a;learn of two in only

Gue5s.how many teams of two can be chosen frpm 5 children.



In the Brown family, five childreh = Mary, Steyen Be6ky,

Linda, arid. Ricky- taketurns 'doing dishes. Two children work together

each 'day; Show all the ways'they:mfght work. *. ,Use M, S, B, L, and

.R :foi...'.th.e.'lfriames.,Cif lh.e...thj !deem. 4. r.

,
(4 :

..e39 arid 1.2!

and

,4 Ket.;.'

Five children can work

.

How mariytimes was Mary. Iiste

Raw ny;finies was' Steve

Each child was listed

Who waslistedmith Mary?

tio,waS listed with S



In Cedar Falls:there is' a cubs0a

John ':Chuck, PerrY, Artily,. Geor':

on various p IlirOjeCis in teams of two.
.4,

1
t". *.: , . : s. 1 .

t,

. a team Or two. Use 1, A. -H forAheir names.

has a.xin of 6 boys

erman. ;They work together

wayS they might make

aye u organized,youf ek'§o,that it Fs .easy to find results?
$

Ali ,

4 ,
ro ch ilffen we choose a team of two, ih only / wa

FF

P , 1,"

From 3 Children we hoose a team of two in _3 ways.
, , . 4-, ,,r,,,,,t

rom 4 childrerf we can ,0 :ose a team ..of7,twb in ways.
,.,

om 5 children 6 can c oose a team of two in /67 ways.

rom 6 children, wean choose-a team of two in /5- ways.



LESSON 7

Combinations (of 3 things or 4 things).

. .

Objective: To Cbunt the ntmber. of ways thrde_ar'fourthingt can be zeleated

from a larger set.

VocabOlary: . (NO new. terms.

Materials: None.

Suggested Procedure:

, Review brj,efly:LeSsOn.6,on making combinations, of two memberSfroMLa. set.

Disodss the pOssibility of making combinations of more thantWO., Present a

problem similar-to the following:..

In a playroOm_there is a reading table at which only three children

can sit If .Pat, Anne:, Ben, andMark are in the playroom, how many

differentgroUpa-can.go to thetable2 ( 1 Use Children fromthe,

class. Pat.,'Ann i Ben; P t' Anne Mark.; Pat Ben Mark;

Ben,...Mark.)

List the pos'sible.combinations and make a chart shoWing the number in the

group and the number of combinations of 3 . (Just as a. matter of interest to

you, the computation by formula is given here.)

Number in Group
Number of

Combinations of 3

r3) 3! _
31 3!<3-3)I 3'2'1'1

(11.1 4! 4'3.2.1
'3' 31(4-3)1 3-2.1'1

) 5! 5.4..'1
'3' 31(5-3)1 3.2.13.22.1

10

a'A

'Suppose Su cames: into.the:playroom too. Now haw 'many different .

groupsH, can.gO to the table? Da you think we'll have more combinations .o,
ilf.?:

than we had when there were only 4 children to share the table?

6



Leaexfie7Children, tOTIfSt7giti-Up-Siiii-an orderly way, For

Pat Anne Ben

P 1. Anne, Mark

Pat Anne, Sue

Pat, Ben Mark

Pat Ben SUe

Pat Mark, Sue
0

How, many children would be in the

one possible comVnation? (3)

not continue unless pupil interest warrants

If there were 6 children in the room, how many combinations

of 3 could we find? (20)

You may want to use an illustration with combinations-of four things from a

set, of five and from a set of six before going to the'pupil pages. If so, use

small objects to show this.

Anne, Ben, Mark

Anne, Pen,' Site

Anne, Merkfue

TeacHer Note: Even adults.have difficulty keeping track of combinations selected

from a .set. 'One method which may be helpful to you is to make, a chdrt.. For

example, let's say we want to get all the Possiblesubsets of 3 frOm this set

of 5 - A) B, C, .D,. E.
E.
Write the set.

Start with the usual metVd of the first 3,

ABC and make a tally*under the letters.: Thus:

Pick the next group of 3 working from left to

right, and tally.

Picethe next group of 3 and tally.

Pick anothe;group'of 3 , going fiom leftto
right (no more:start with AB so gO to fAC).

Tally. the next group of 3. .

Wbrk fromjeft'to-righ-Lagain.

'There arefno more groups:b,eginning
now start With' B brad tally.'

TailyanothergroupOf 3: in left t

Tally t next group of

Tally the last grOup of

A lOok at the:chart.showS that there are'six tallies under eathetter. Now

the.ten groupeof, 3 can be written fOr:thi-snhert,



Pupil pageb 29-31: The first two pages work with comb. .s. of 3 and the

next page with combinations of 11. .. Each of these is printed so

that ,the pupil- can write -the combinations in an or':e
1,773.Y.

0 Pupil pages 32 and 33 These :pages show a way to obtain'the combinations from

a. larzer set by bUilding from previous domi:;inations. You will want to do

this as a class 'activj.ty. Some children may prefer to use a differen

method of obtaining the diffe .combi4ation'8 and this,. of course,: is

acceptable. The importance of order. and a sxstematic ,approa-ph. is evident

in this -lesson._

I

7



29

Betty likes all kinds of animals. Her mother will let her have

three pets. However, Betty must choose from a dog, bird,

and tiittle.

ShOw all the combinations of three pets that Betty can have Use
ill

he letters d, b f: and t .

it

Did you find the four different combihation,$-of pets?

A dog,is in: these coMbinfions.

A birdis of these combinations:

Do not look at your list of combinations. Do you know how mangy

these combinations inctude a fish?,

om 4 petS, Betty can choose combinations. of

-.
:different crayons, how-many .(Oriibinations of 3 could

o k choose ?.

79.



Betty's mother

Jets Betty choose ,t tts from-a dog,. fish, turtle,'" and snail.

Show all the, combinatiolis of three pets that Betty can choose from these

1P.

ks that a,spailmight be a "Satisfactory .pet. She
. ,

five pets. Use the letters 4, b, an.

Did you write your answers in an organized way.

:St

From 5 pets, Betty can chOcite 0 combination:s of 3

ow manitimes is a snail-in one gftf combinations
r

Betsy's father puts a 'penny, nickal, dime quarter, and half dcgiir

4on the table e-asks.-BettY.to make as aihy dtlfere'ritcombinations of.
3 coins as she can How many combinations of 36 ooin s :dr? Betty

-make from theSe 5 coins?

.If, you could keep just one combination-of th-e
,

you choose.?



Betty's mother, ks that a _5snail^ might be a'satisfactory pet. 5he

lets Betty choose t 'Os from a dog, *bird, fish, turtle,'" and snail.

Show all the- tombinati065Ofth-ree, PetSlhat...petty can choose from these

five pets '0Se.the..letters a..

Did you write your answers in an organized

From 5 -pets, Betty can chOoSe combination7s,of.

How manitimes is a snailin orre combinatiohs?,
.

BetV's' father puts a penny, nickal, quarter, and dhalf dear

ron the table, asks Betty. to make as mhy corrtinaiions of.

coins as she can How many Combinalions Of-.30.doilnart Betty

-make from these, 5 coins?

If, you could keep just one combination:"Ofthe

you chbose?

76

0'



Betty's mother

Jets Betty choose ,t tts from-a dog,. fish, turtle,'" and snail.

Show all the, combinatiolis of three pets that Betty can choose from these

1P.

ks that a,spailmight be a "Satisfactory .pet. She
. ,

five pets. Use the letters 4, b, an.

Did you write your answers in an organized way.

:St

From 5 pets, Betty can chOcite 0 combination:s of 3

ow manitimes is a snail-in one gftf combinations
r

Betsy's father puts a 'penny, nickal, dime quarter, and half dcgiir

4on the table e-asks.-BettY.to make as aihy dtlfere'ritcombinations of.
3 coins as she can How many combinations of 36 ooin s :dr? Betty

-make from theSe 5 coins?

.If, you could keep just one combination-of th-e
,

you choose.?



33.

Fred joins,:the groLip. Tbey-now have Ann, ggetty, Chtles,

David, Elsie, and Freil:,:The: 6. chi reh decide to make up teams of, 4.
4"'-

ow,many different teams of 4 carrbe fotme&from 6 childrgp?
_

We'can use the same method aI before whemElsie jained thfgroup.

Add Fred to each of the "3-child" teams. .4 TA

A(3,E,F B, d

A,CIE f- B,D

A D ; , ve-
,

oa

t ,

E
,

,"D- if,.., A B fv."
. '''

. 4 ..,... A ,, B , D ,.F:
4.,.-.

A7,-C. D ',--

Find the reRainirigleams using A,

include Fred.

'A B, C, A, B, C,

teams have Fred

.teams in all.

B

ver

C, D, which do no

ACDE%N.-

)
a4 do not. There are ./-5'4

f

6 children can choose /-,5" flifferentleams of 4 members
5.;

b.

D,



33.

Fred joins, the group. Tbey,now have Ann, getty, Chlrles,

David, Elsie, and Freil:,'The:, 6. chtren decide to make up teams of 4.
.

HOw many different teams of 4 copmbe fotmecHrom .6 childrgp?

We'can use the same method at before whert:Elsie jained thrgroup.
NVI

Add Fred to each of the "3-child" teams.

A,(3,E,F B,d, C,'D

A,C,E, B,D,

A .D

Find the eemcainirtgleams, using A,

° include Fred.

'A, B, C B Co

oa

A, B, C,
Iti

A B D ,

g",*-C , D

B,
ver

C, D, which do not

E , A C, D, E B, C, D,

/0 teams have Fred 'aiNt -do not. Ther'e are /-5''

.teams in all.

`,c
6 children can choose

f

/-,5" flifferenAteams of 4 membem



List on the board: John, Bob, Mary. Continue t011ist as the discusdiOn proceeds.

SuppOe John starts, but we gO arknd the ring the other way.

Then,'Jphmis firat,Mary is second, 'and- Bob. ia-third. Do we

have to start with; John? (No.) Lets start with Mary this timel,
.

Make a chart showing the number of different ways sets of 2, 3, and 4. can be

ordered. Leave room for a aet of. 1 'at the top, and insert it the close of

the discussion. Just for your interest the computations
40kare

shown be1oW as
.

disct;i4sed in section 8 'of the Mathematical Comments.

K' Number in Set
Number of Ways
of Ordering

2

3

It

2 2: ='2.1 =

3' = 3:2.1 = 6

4! 4.3.2,1

Call attention td the difference in the numbers of Ways of orderifig. You may

want to ask children to gueds or predict how many arrangements can .be:madefrOm

e set of 4

Use.chalk of 4 different colorato make tally marks on the chalkboard or

use crayons on construction paper where all gen see.

Suppose we see how many .different .mays we cane.rrange these colors

if me start with red. (Make marks as you proceed, one set of four

under the other.) We can use red first, and then what? Then any

of the other colors.

26etts show red,' then. green.. Whbt color do we want next? If we

want yellow.third,we-will putblue last; but if we want blue

third, we will Put yellow 1a4t. So with red'first and green

second we have two arrangements:

R G Y B

R.GB 'Y.

Suppose we. use red first and yellow second. What can.we do?

65 81

Aj

r.



. p ., ,

Continue to list the alrangementa using red first:' (Notice

.that a left to right sequence is ubed,a systeMatic or orderly

approach,again0

R

fiGty
Yk; G B

G

RBYG
k.

.Ask.qUebtions'such as: q

How many wbys are there'in which, red is first? red is' first-
t . P..

and yellow is second? redis firt and blue is second?, ', red,
t i:-

is fiiSt bnd yellow is ira?6 .'
ec.

4,. $

Point out the fact that this is just a lift of arrangements in. Which red is

1

first. Ask quebtions-,to4lead tq rlaoClidea that each 4f the other colors, if .used
4 4 ' 4 1/ 40 0. re

fis'tt p would'also giie 6 arrangements. Het= X or 2 arrangements can.
-be made. You way want ch$0..dren to help *ete the chart.

9

Pupil pages 34-30: It'hese three pages give practice in listing arrangements...

Spaces ar4provfdedso th b. system. atit approach to listingban.be
0

'A.planned:proced4re is most helpful, on page 36. This page should be
.

omitted for'
a

some pupils.,



Alice and line are playing Follow the Leader''.

show ttle ways the line( might look.

First then!

then

-
As..artanprrfeqt r

.hard to- ck .of the inifor

yours organitl7



r.

:ti.

.,.

.). t- .: ..

Lt

lYliss:JohntOri has three':readfn`gigToqpS. . h,I, ally .them to studythem

, - . .', OK. ..:-...'i",:'''' '`. \ -...'

ri.'different ordets::.,. One ctawS.'tle.'calle r:oup:. thert...:.Proqp 2, atTi,ci,
...,

10q'G.roup:.. S.hoWl.alk,fthe ways n,o,'ii...r=t.:406e::The..-circi.e.r..orthe'grOUpS::.
oi..1,. ,.......,.. .-... -. ,

,, , tit%
,,,-.14.,. r.

'.---r-.---.;,,?.,.:!.f.

Q.

3 :groups can be arranged mays:
.

d 41'

If Miss Johnson had only twQ' eeadirtfj.groUps, m ways couN s

arrange them?

.,;

iss.Armstrong tb v ry r irwhitliAti#:eips'herlunch.
it,- I

e alwayS brings a sandwitlt pal e retitt, and .apieceofTake! Sh
$1;

1de 'fr'us s ; .1'wars she'cah eat these ir. o r e ,

If she eats the fruit first and sandwich second', what rrght,Sht eat



Miss Peterson's 3rd grade has 4 favorite games. They often

vote to decide which game to plajr first. Help Miss Petei'son by listing the

different arrangements in which the games can be played. Use 1,

/

How many arrangements are there of the 4 games?



LESSON*

Arrangements and Probability

k
.Objective: To relate 'arrangements robabilit"

_

.,,Vocabulary: (No new terma.)

Three cards, 3 in. by- 3,in., plain:on one side, with the

P on one card, A on the second, :.and .T. on tie third;, :bloCka'

of'different colors; bags; ,ireeni and blue colored chalk or

sheetP:Ofired;-green and blue construction. Paper,

Suggested Procedure:

.-Divide the class-into two teams and Make a. chart on the.,Chalkhoard to recora

Team "Team B No Score

Put. the three.cards on a table,. face,dtwn, and scramble them. Have -a child.turn

them over, one at a, time Write the letters on the chalkboard in the order in

which he turns-themover. Discuss whether or not the letters in that order spell

a. real word, If they do, it is a. point:for the piayer'S team If they do not
.

spell a-real word, enter a. tally in th614"Nct Score Column..
t ,..

When4eveVel childrerniaVeihad:anlikkortilnity to, play, list the posible
,.'

arra eats us:inthe letters ,P, :A?' and . :DiOdusS.the arrangements that
. ,

,
"

. .

are real. words:. .Paiftt-etit that of the s hgementsi
i

three are real words

and three.are not,(PTA is not a.wOrd!). eref'ore
)

here are threipchances out
=

.

Yqfsix:--of getting a real. Word.. PlaythelkaMe until all children have had a turn
I.

r

and: compare thenUmbers-Of: points.'in,the three. sec ti .of.the :chart:

Show the arrangments of letters in two columns:

TAP

APT(

PTA

TPA
ATP:.

-



If your clans 'has had experience in using. rational numbers, you will Want'to

call attention to the fact that a Probability. of is the same as a, prof

of
1 If however the clasS hastipt yet 'encountered rationalndMbera, SIMPly:;

lead dhildrento.sea that there is just aZ .,Epod_achance of'setting

so that the two events areaquallylikely.?-C,Tpare this with, .the chanceof getting

a crown when spirming.a checker, of drawinga,recii046ck from a. btig containing one

red block and one blue block .or three of Sachx:0 getting red on a halfred,

halfblue spinner,. :

Ask whether it wodld be' fair for. Team Vto,get a,pnnt when a.

spelled and Team ,B to :get a point when rw.,,reaLwOrd is spelled.

''Sug at that the.letters on the cards be changed tc5'"p"'i "A",

Would the: khel'air if Team point, for a.. real` word

scored when no word was formed!? (ko.) Allow time for', dlacussion.:.

that sO*6ne will suggest listing the possible arrangeMents of

and will point out that the chances fOr Team A would be 2 OutOlf

of 3,- while Team.Bwodld have 4 out of 6 Chances' or 2 out

Further Activities:

Draw..2 boxes on the chalkboard and print, as shown:

real word is

Yes.)

and,.711".

and Teaht

It is hoped
Ay and 1 N

60 Cor 1. out

red

t.

blue

Under. each on the chalk ledge; place a block of the corresponding color :.

Tell a story al:put a first grade class inwhieh the children;were just
.

'learning toread. The teacher lad used word cards and 'colored blocks to help
q.

Children associate the wordA With their meanings.. However, one Qf the kinder-

gartail children came after'a.ohooi, and; after playing with the blocks; put

them back under .the words. Since "no didn't know which woxcl wee, which, he just.,

'guesaedA,the place each hlOck shoulasgO: HOwlikelyawas it, that he-.got the

right blOCk under eachitord? _§uggSst that.sn experiment might-givesome,idea.

of the probability ofthe.childrsbeing right.

blue bloCk;Tahag or box, ano.Tie0e.Of paPer4 on which td keep a. record... The

record sheeVaOuld be headed '!Red-Blde" and dividedinto: 2 sections headed
: .

"Yes" and "No!!

Have the children work in teams'of two. Bach'pair eeda l' red and 1



Yes

BOth:blOcks are put into the bag and dr6wn out, one at,a. tiMawith64t

:replacement. If therad block is drawn first we.pretend that-the kindergartener

puts Wunder the first Bard, which says red- so: a. tally. is put under:VYes".,.. If

the blue is drawn first, a tally is pat under "No". Each team should make 20

trials.

Discuas results. Children'shOuld realiZe:that there is 1 chance in 2

(probabilityability that the*kindergaitcalaro.v4Sed correctly.: he. could not

, get 1 block under the'right-word without get in&both under the right .words...

Pupil page 37: Now suggest that the class can do an experiment w#ich is like

the kihdergarteher playing with three different colored blOc having.

threec.word-cards -- red, blue and.greeh.,
.

Have pupils use their *4 blue, andgreeh,crp'yons to ',color the: boxes

on page 37, They !hould-,05 this in a. random Way:as-eXplained aboVa the
.

boxes. After all of them have colored the three boxes, use the colored .

chalk or the sheets .of construction Papertofshow:threecolored:boxesin-a

row on the board, for example blue, red,. green: 'Comment thatthis..is,one

:Way the.threp bokes might be- colored and ask if any 'children colored their

boxes in this order.

Make a chart on the board .and.have each'child tell

the three boxe8. QUickly record this with letters, 'for examples

the way, he colored

Blue Red
Number
Right

1

,Discuss the,results. How many times were 011 3 'in: the right order?

How many times was 1 in the rIght place? Was there any t e when exactly

2 blocks were in the right places? ,The chance of having all three in the

rightt.places seems to be about I' 'in, how many? ( 1 in 6; probability.
1
T. The chance of -having them allWrong seems to, be,about 1 in how many`''?--,__

( 1 in 3 )

Pupils then answer the four questions

88

99

at the bottom of page 37.



Pupil page. 381 This page is related to page 37. Children use theirthree,color
'to show, all the possible arrangements of the three blOcks: -Encourage. 60,4-

.ddren to Ja.se an. orderly procedUre in coloring the blOcks;' for eXaMple, start
. with red fgr the first two is:we', start with blue 'for the next two rows, and

with greenrAor the last two: grows

You. may want 'to haVe the children it the permutations (you do not need
to use this word with the children!) involved in this experiMent. Ask how

many different 'ways the blocks could,have been arranged, and list the ways.'
For instance, in the( case of 3 colors red blue, and. green the
permutations are:

.R B G

R G B.

B R G

B G. R

G R B

G B R

Call attention to the kract tbat there are -6 '1: possible 'arrangements;' there'.-

fore, Vile chanCe of having. all in
). Howeyer, there are only 2

colors ris. in its right lace; so

the right order .4.s 1 in 6

of the arrangements in whi.dh none of, the
1.

the chance of having none right is 2 in
6 (or l in. 3;.' probability - ). What may surprise Children is. hat4here'

°

are 3 chances 'In 6 of having :1 right (probability Of course,
there is no chance of haying exactly right, for if 2 are ght, the.

remaining( .1 must be right; clso.

Discuss, their answers'to the.siX questions, keeping in mind that the
goal is to establish the idea that the chances are 1 out of 6, or the-.
probability is (P of choosing 'a: particular order of 3 .thina'.

You may want to introduce a .fourth color as another class activity C.nd
disc4as' the results. Ask about the number of times all were in the right
place, exactly 2 were in" the right place, exactly ..;1 was in the rig
place, none were in the right place, exactly: 3 were in the
Here, of course, there will be 43.2.1 or '24 possible arrangements,'`.

quite, a jump frotn the 6 . possible arrangementp with three colors!
v

5 colors there would be 120 possible arrangements:



T
it sir

Pupil p4e. This game is like the one whichwAs used to introduce this

lesson. Children should write the arrangements in a Systematic Way:



First, color any one of thee bokes red. Then coldr4ariother green...

Now color blue the box that has not yet been colored.

Look al the way your teacher has Colored the three boxeson the

Were all three'otyOurboxes in-the same place aSthe,

teacher's bOXe's

Was just one of .your boxes .in the same pi ce as the

teachers?*

How many Children matched' only the-teacher's firs

box? Only the 4cond boX?'.

Only.tclie third boX?



ow manytchances in six.are"there..that oiie.of )iour rows will match' -.

'' /..i.-;ii`.- /
,/-44-1 %. 6 .,ct-d-l.e

you r..teac_h er4sigw? - 6, . .,,.., / -v e7'..,_ 6 J 4..4:,:,_
4i.,:re

;.1-low mAnyfiMes are none of yobrcblorS in the same place as. your,

4. How.rTio-hy chances arffihe.re-in.siiCthat ..

,HOW'many thances six are there'thitiust o.nefofSiciiir boxes

Match the teachefrs boxes?:

9:,6%
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.A BIRTHDAY PARTY GAME

Mrs. Black made agame for Tom's friends to play at a party. She put y.

cards with letters on them in four boxes. Each boy chose a box. Then he

'drew the letters out of his box, one by one, 'without looking.: Mrs'. Black
;: .

wrote the letters,doWn as the bOy drew them. If the letters were in the

right ader to make p real. word, he got a prize. Here are the boxes of
,;

letters. Write all the 8rrani[gents for the letters in each box ,under the bOx.

Green boxBlue .box

44/

4ti

J&'

A., a--

a_ 2 /e,

e

Put an X to the right of each arrangement that is a real word.

2. Which boxes would. you most want to get? 22e-7(/ or

3. Which box would you least want to get?

./e

`.Pink box Yellowibox

ez,--

4. Which box gives you 2 out of 6 chances to make a word?

In Which box is the chance for a word 1 out of 6 ?

93

9 7,



Objective: To relate

'LESOU 10

Repea ed°Trials

gements from. /4-epeated trialdi to

Vocabulary: (NO'ulew t

Materials: 3 bag;

dials/ alf-red, half7blue,.

each ,cOntaini 7 red and 1 blue block; spinneits:.t.tith

/

SAggested Procedure:

tuber the. pages on which you :were azied 4color parts 61'

gs red or .?(pases. 19 and 20) When we talked about.'

ti at exdrAise5 we compared the se;ond page, where,y6U , could

/
,use the same colbr twice in one flag, to chgosing blocks from

, 2 ,bags,' each containing one red and one bane block. Without

using real, blocks,- let2.s list all the things that might happen.,

when you chooge blocks from, 2 bags:

questions which will show that from the .first bag a red block might be;

in that case, - one would get either - 2r reds or a red and a blue, dePen

what one drew from' the 'Second :bag. Write:

`chosen;

ding on

B.

0. R

Repeat, showing the possibilitie.b of drawing, a blue block fir9t.
s.

7.
R B

e
B B

13 IR

How Mani?' possibilities are there all together? (4) What. is. the

chandedf.getting 2 :i7ed. blocks?. IC 1 , out of 4.;: or t ) Of

gettingv, 2 blue blocks ?: (' I: out of .: , . or ..) Of g Ling

,1% of (04 color? ( 2 ' out of /4, .. or .7, )

`,,- $: ,

'Pupil page 40-: cUie:tilib page as a. class activity. Then lead the pupils to reiele
. ,

". their mOrk.'to the'-uctiVity arawing a. block -'rom each of the 3 bags, each

containing 1 blue block..:. Make a list of the, possAdlities



on the chalkboard:'

3. Reds

i.

0

1-Ww many ,p pre'the e all ogether?/,(8) TnhOW:,
.- N. .. ,

.,,

Many waY.s. .can- you get all red locks/ (1) 1.71-1 how many ways
)

...Can you get all blue blocks?, (1) Whweis thechance:'Of
I 7

)7'.. \ getting all red?_ ( 1 .out.of. 8, Or 8- ) Of getting all'
,,.:...'' ' . 1 I. /.

blue? ,( .i. out of 8, or g:) f getting all one color?
...

,. 1.
)\

,.;

( 2 out of 8, or 7 .
uf'gett ng exactly 2 reds? -( 3

out Of 8, or ) Of getting t least 2 reds? ( 1i. out

Of0 I
)
\

o; or -, Etc.:

Make,another chart on the chalAoard:.
B

.

All red 2 red 1 blue,
,

. 1 red "2 blue All blue

.

.. ..

\

Have children take turnsdrawing a. block from each bag, and use tallymarks

to show the results. Discuss the results in relationo your-earlierques--
.

tions onthe,chances of .getting a gi..4n outcome:

Pupil page 41: Do this page as a class activity. The spinners could, of course,

consecut)Oly in,stead of ,at the same time, or one spinner could be

spuri\three times It will'probabiY not be necessary to actuallyspin the

,spinnersin order to determine the arrangements of colors that are po4sible. ,

Relate thesPinnintof these three spinners to the'actiy y of drawing a

block from each of 3 ,bags,,each of which.COntains :1 ted blOck and 1

bilk block' Ask queStions as'beforeaboUt.,the'Chances ofgetting'certain

'results.'

Pupil pageS'42 and Each thehalfted,:half-blue-spinner sets'

of 3 :spins and tallies the results. of 'eachapin'under ist Spin, ,2nd

and 3rd Spin.. .He,doeS this for twenty,fou sets of'Spins. Then in the

.4ightigrand portion of the table he. marks, in the proper,columns the resUltA':

440
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.
,Vo .;

set+ ,Of .3 . jle t,tien totals t Lie
2 .

the qu'es7t;1-,''6gia: ops . In ,Question , :the
1 ' 4; df;

, -wou1d.' '1'ortg 'run that
A 1 p 1 .4

of the time. Our eheCta,lan^ for 2)-r

'se- last four" ahsinirs.`
j -

.139b614.X.i.,-cf ."Aid'' Reds" its

"" Wouldt occur about 12 s
is for "Vo RedS,". to occur.

.

about times. In Question 7, most children will answer ",No ". It w

be very unusual to find, in, just 24 trials, that
3

Dr of the .trials, o
u

were "Three Red", g of. the trials, or 9, were. "Exactly Two Reds'
1

.8- of the trials,. or 9, were Exactly' One Red", and g of the triaIS
or 3, here "No Reds". If appropriate, 4owever, work with alaildren. to ff

help them see that in; the long run, the e*pected results would tie close to

the fractions we have indicated fors the, probabilities. The rain -Teaser

gets at this idea:.



,Use your. red a

lags.. S'ee howmany

3, Reds

blue crayons, to ailor,tlie three parts of these

ways, you,can colorthem.

t

;

t How many ways are there? How Mangy flags are all red?

How many flags .have more red than blue?

How many flags have.morOlue than red?'

4. H w many flags are all blue? /
5. ow-many flagsjoave at least 1 part red?

6. How many flags have at least 1, part blue?



1
d 2- blue_ spinner. We 'hilted th tt it is:possible to get:

0 ;

Two,Reds One R d No Reds

Red; Red Red, e Blue, Blue

t4

On another page we recbrde&the results of two spins of.a.

41 1
Blue, R d 1

Here are pictures bf 3 spinners.

If all three are spun' at the same tlime list the arrangements of colors we
.,.,

could get.

Three Reds

1

2. How many are all red? /
3. How many have exactly two red?

4. ,How many have at least, two red.?

How many different arrangements are there?f
5. How many have at leaSt one red?

6. How many -have. no reds?

Brain Teaser. If you sOn the 3. spinners 16 times,

RRR to happen about times.

98
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se this spinner.

The spinner is to be spun in grow

Record.the results.

1.st spin

Red \Blue

f three'spins.

Red. BI

3rd spin Three

ue Blue RNed

Exactly
wo

Reds

Exactly
One
Red

No

Reds

'of



Use thtotals on the table you just completed to answer:

1. How many "Three Reds" are there?'

2. How many "exactly Two Reds" ?
a

How many 'Exactly One Red" ?

4. How many -"No Reds", .?

5., On 24 groups of Spins, a

expect?

No e s" would you

6. Did you getthe same number "Threy Reds ' as

"No Reds"

7. ,Are your results exactly the sam as the expetted results?

,8./ I n many groups of _spins,' would ou expect the number 'of:"Three Reds"

to be about the same' as "No Reds'

Brain Teaser. In 800 groups of spin

(a) 1 would expect "T ree Reds" to happen allout

°times.

(b) I would expect "Ex ctly TWQ Reds' to be the result

about.3(oc? ti-m s.

( ) I would' expect "Ex ctly One Red" to be the result

altut _goo times:



LESSON

Repeated Trials. (Continued).

'Objectives: To gain skill in using tables, first introduced in Lesson 5, for -

organiz4g ,qata; to' use tables for organizing and intevpreting

data from repeated trials.

Vocabulary: ( No new terms. t,

Two cubes. of different colors . (With a:felt open, number the,f aods's
. ,

of each cube 'uspg numerals' 1, througti. or through 7,

3 through 8, etc., depending on the addition praCtice desired);

Oatmeal box Or other container fOr.;th'e cubes..

sted Procedlye:

In the/ preceding5lessOn, children listed the pOS,s.ibilities 'for
the experiment

of:drawing .1 block from each of/two bags. , State that we could find tile po si-

,
bilit ie s systmatically,'using a table.. Show on the 'chalkboard:

.

st .BagFir

Red.

Blue

Red Blue

I

Remind the children that they first, used a tabte in Lesson 5 and ask one of ;them

place the entries in this table. You may: need to explain ag in." that the left

color will beside shows: the colOr ofy the block taken from the first bag and: th
,

v

indicated first in its rowe The top of the table show's the color 'Of the block

fromthe econd bag, so that color is written second in the coluMn bel6w1ts name.

. os.

Red Blue

Red.

Blue



s

Show that the pdssibilities 4re all given, as they were'when you wrote in the

last lesson;

ERR RB BB

BR

.You might sslythat a'tsble makes it pOssible t8 find the

possibilities.

Now in order. to find-the possibilities when a block is. taken from each

3- bags, use another table. On the left, show the possibilities from '2 bags:.

(the:entries'in the first table). At thS top shOw. the possibilities from. the

third bag, and &ve chifdl-en help to complete-the table.

First Two Bags

Third Bag

Red Blue

RRR jimj

pR , BR

BB

n, rewrite in the form used, in the

ossibility was omitted.

I

3 Rods 2 Reds

RRR RRB

.RBR

BRR

1

use cubes andan oatmeal box or other container for the cubes. Number the

faces as suggested in Materials so that your childrerLcan get practice in
-c

addition that they need. 'Have' a child s. .ek-e-te cubes in a. box and spill theM

Out on a desk. (A few newspapers or apiece of heavy cloth on the desk will help,

to reduce the noise! The.top faces of the cubes are the scores. Keep a record

on the chalkbOard. is example is for cubea`Vith faces numbered from 1

preceding so children can ,tee that.

through 6 .

102.
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When all have.'had a turn, have child en :count tc*find out how many times
each numeral apP-eared on-the yellow cube d on the green Cube. Firid

many times each tot .l score was: made. Use a.: c

chalkboard:

Yellow Cube
1 3 5

Green CUbe,
1

Ts5t'al Scorer

L

3 °4

ke the following on the

819 10 11 12

. Discuss the fact that it was just as likelp, that on either' oube -the '
,/

would be up as.that the , 5 would, :etc. ;

''How many possibilities are there .1;f 'just one :cube is Used?

Are a 6 possibilities equally likely? .(Yes).

C.ompare' Iiith the results shown oh the 'chart for each cube alone.

HoW many possibilities are there for total Scores?: (11)1

Which score, was made most often? Which score was made
es

least often?

When we added the two numbers on 'the faces that 'were up we

got the sums, Which. were 'the total .scores. HOw many

arrangements do you think wold give a sum of 2 ? .(1)

Of 7 ( 6)Of. 11. ?. (2)

Ask. children to 'suggest a simple tray of finding all pbssible arrangements. Remind

them of the tables used before, if necessary, and encourage them tctell how a

tgble for the new Problem should'be made. Show the table on the chalkboard:



1

2

3

.5.

6

r bGreeri.Cu e

6

Let children' help to complete .tie tatae, and then, repeat earlier questions about,

comb inations- WipDS Sum,: is. 2, 7, ,et.c.
.

If you haVe 36 different potsibilit,ies,' what are the chances. of
,

0
. 5 ),.;.fget,t,ing a score of , 6 7 ( 5 outs of: 36, or .--6- ) Of '2 ? ,...'

1 .

( 1 -out 'Ofl 36,. or .) Etc. What score do, you have the best- -

- .

chalice to .get ?,:: (7) What scores are you .least likely .tO. get,?

.

.,,--- (2, 12)'
. - . ,\ , ,

Show. the,'"1" id the chtrt for,.total's,Fores

tossed.

when the cube's7were actually

Nobody. Made. a scoreQf .Why? (Imposible.) What chance did

you have Of, making;'a Score Of. I'? (o) Of 13. ?* (a) Of 2,1

:
1

(. 1 out of 36, : 'Or

(If you have used rational '.number, show the prbbabilities as,

Pupil pages 44-46: These pages provide practiCe in using'tables to _Organize data
. .

and present opportunities :to iinterpret .these data..
,

'You may welt to use ration

81 numbers and bring out Or example in Exercise 3 page ,44, that the prob-

ability of getting red on both ,spins` is . It would be easy-,4o move from

"chances", to' rat.iOnal numbers if your children. have the 'background.

)

Pupil Paige 47.: the first page, on whicb.etwo tables are built. Yowmay

want to complete it as a class activity:. The_, 3 _on the spinner can

be compared to di-awing a block from each of 3 bags each. orwhich contains
a red and. a blue block. It can also be compared with page 41, the three

f.t.
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spinner page, and withpages 2 and 43 in which an actual experiment was

pexforMed.

p*s 48 and 1-9: Encourage ahildrdn to listthe.possibilities in Exercia 3,

in Op orderly manner, that is, to 'OoMpIete this exercise by reading from

the table.ina.left,to right.and top to .bOtiom sequence. bia-cusd the answers

wiW;the children)
ma4figadditional.explanations as seeded. For example,

',for two Spins of colore4 spinner there are 3 X 3,.'or sk_

while- for 3-,,SpinS.of this spinner there-are. 3 X 3 X 3 or .2-r

possibilities. :Exercise 14 asks for, the number of possibilities for: 4
.

spins. You may want.tb ask the-same question for' 5. and 6 spins".

Pupil'page 50: Children should first complete the left side of the table and

. -

then make the. 6I- entries in the table. Discuss this page as you did

gage's 48 an 4g.
'

Pupil pages 51 and 52; OnPage 51, the pupil three tables and uses thd

data from these, to answer queStions.Westions 7 and 8 go with the table

'form. on page 52.Youmay want to do theSe pages as a:Olais'actiyitylhaving
P.,

children show how they obtained the'answers to each question. '
. .
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Wriite in the table .to show all.the possibilities of

_;two spins on the spinner. Red and blue are.

equally Likely.

-Second
spin

Blue

This table shows there\are

this spinner twice.

Complete this list of possibilities:

11 Exactly
Both Red \ 1 Red

R R

Red

R R

Blue

-R

72 different possibilities when we spin

o Red

The chances of gettin4 red on both spins are / ii

There is / charice in of getting blue on both spins.

How many chances in

'spins?

How many chances in

two spins?

ar'e there of getting only one red on two

are there of getting at least one blue on

106 110



This spiper is spun two times. Use the table

to show all the possible r ults. The three

colors are equally likely.

Second spin

L

7,6 /)/ /Ad

45

With two spins there are possible results.

The chances are / in 9 that both-spins will stop On re

. The chances of blue on both spins are / out of 7

Of the' 9 possibilities there are which have at least.one

yellow:

The chances are in 9 lhat.at feast one spin will stop on blue.

Look at your table. How many times do you have RY ? /
The chances of getting R y are / 9

The.chances of getting a YY are

equa) to less than greater than

(Cciicle the correct one.)getting an IR B .



EaCh of these bags ha a red, a:yellow, a blue, and agreen block.

You draw a block f m each bag,. both bags.at the same time. Then each

block is return, to its b6 . Use a table to stioyv all fhe
7,}

Z,6
7 /6

First Bag

There are

0 r c a

possible results.

The result R R has / chances in

Of the 16 possibilities, there are .which have only one green.

So there are . chances in 16 of haVing only one green block in

one of the possibilities.

4. 'The chances of at least one green are 7 out of

5. k resulrof a blue block and a green block happens ,7 times out
t

. of 16 ("6 g4e)

Will a blue block and a yellow block be expected more often than two

yellow blocks? /,;? d-' a / )))
108 .
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This spinner js'spun three times.. Complete

thelabl,s to shown all the possible respIts.

Complete this table first. .

Second spin C \

Red - I"

-
LL V)

Red ze,e ,e4
Rtue 4' ,6- . el

Complete this list of possibilities.-

3 Red 2 Red

R R

Blue -4.

R,-13

BR
B B

1 Red

ze B 8

B

The tables and the list show theiT ake

spin:the spinner three times.

How many chances in 8 are there of getting blue on all three

chances in 8 of getting:_exacily two redS On

spins? /
Thereare

thre spins.

4. There are

three spins.

chances in of getting at leas e. blue on

Which is more likely, A or B ? Circle the lettkr

to get two reds and one blue

to get three blues

the correct answer.,

Brain Teaser. It is times as likely that the spinner will.siop

on red exactly twice in 3 spins than on red, 3 times in

3 spins. 109
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We foUnd the possibilities when this spinner

is spun two times.: Our table was:

Second spin

Complete the tabLq below to show all the

possibilitiesof thee:spins.

R R R R R R Y

'RY

/47
/XY

I>,

XXe
ye

R RY R B

Y R Y Y B

BR B Y BB

When we spin this spinner

2 times, there are

possible results.

When we spin this spinner

3 times, there are ,.77

possible results.

,eY

Afz ,44,/

3. List the possi,bilities for 3 spins under these headings:
all

R R R ro( 13.13 B 2R 2Y B different

ZZZ z_z_z ZAZ /eie/ ,e/ Z. ,4°

/e/ez y, 4e Y
/6/ _ZY4

YZazi Zy e>



How many times does the result haire at least 2 reds?

The e are 6 'times When the result has exactly 2 reds.

There are times whenthe result `has exactly 2 yellows,

There are times when.the resulthas exactly 2 b

There are results which have one red and one yellow and

f the possibilities had,exactly r red?

10. ,How.many ethe possibilities had exactly 1 yellow?

L
Is it twice sr,likely that a result will have exactly 1 blue as exactly

2 blues?

12. Which of these res is,more

3 6'4es 2 yellows and a red all different ae/

13. On three spins, which. of these Tesults are you least likely to get?i,

2 blues and a yellow 2 reds and'-a.yello all diffe4nt-
,

'4

14. How many, possibilities are there if we spin this spinner



50
Each of these.bags bas a red,- .a yellow,' a blue,

12141-11

We found ttre

rel

sibilities of drawing' a block from-each of two bags. They were

and agreen'Olock:

R G

B Y G-
B B. B C

GB GG

How rionfkpossibilitiei are there when we draw
, .

(block frorri each of two of these bags?

Now we will think about drawinla block from each of three bags". Complete

this table to show all the 3-block arrangements you can make.

Third block

'RR ,Ez ,e 4e j` ,e47 ,eje C.

RY /Z /61 ,e/d /ex a
RB /a/6 /61/ ,E.a'd .'.eel"C
RG /e1('Y',eagi '66
YR ye,g Z / /A 'd r/e&
Yy y //2 y7y /xi />, e,

y'7 Kg/ Yil:/:-/ x' di
ye,e yax. vig' yea,

BR &' Az y ,/,d A,ee
?7B X ,e7'16' o,)/Y 611147/

4( 6)', ..d44' giA' C

.6.'B -0 2IV-. .4/c,y A'I
,e,t:_, C' /e;/ 61,c,

G/ 6,-y/e 6'1/
,e,e-a

e,;,t1 (-7c,

e2i4 c d y 6',,r4 a g c,G_

G le CC/ dad aaa

How many possibilities are there

when a block 'is withdrawn.frorn
,

each of these threebags? &
.

How many of these.possibilities

are BBB?

phat are thichances. in 64 o

getting GGG ?

4. Is it likely that 2 4reds and

a yeflow will be the result more

often than 2,4 yelloWs*ancl

red?

HoW" many times can we exliect:

2 -reds and 1 -blue?

2 blues and 1 yejlow?

2 greens And 1 fed? __33

2 yellows aid 1 'green? J
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Jim,likes eake and.JeflO'far dessert.' He can, have just one dessert each

day. On Tuesday, Thursday, Friday, and:Sunday of one week his mother let

him choose which one h`e wanted. Find all the possibilities for his dessert on
.t

thosefourdays. Usey-C for-cakeand. J for Jel[o:

e

.Tuesday
and

Thursday

Friday

C, C.

L

(1C C

c

CC,7

Tuesday,
Thursday;

and
Friday.

3.- -

(-7 c c c..- 0. c .../

CCU C.c... a ...7: c. C 'c.25__T-

e-rc C...7 c, C.

j-c c, -../ c c.... c; ..7c c: .-J

_J-CJ" \.22--c-7c_- ,,i c.. .X..7

7 c)- ._._.7-6 c,
,

c

- - A-7--7- ,.."2:_. J-4---r ....7: 7_2=3-7

Look at Table B which Shows the possibilities.f9r Tuesday and Thursday.

1. In how many ways can he have dessert foripese two days?

Z. Can he have cake on Tuesday and cake on Titursday?
6. r

3. If he has cake on Tuesday, he can have ,ce. or. on. Thursday.

4. Put an X. in this box which stands for,Jelloon Tuesday and Jello on

Thursday.

A\z -Idesday



. . .

o
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Look at Table C which shows the possibilities for Tuesday, Thursday,.

C

J J

and Friday.

How many possibilities re there for dessert

on these three days?

Thee are ,/ chances in. 8 of haying

Jelfo on at. least 2 rof these days.

Put an X in the box which stands for

Jello on. Tuesday and Friday . and cake on

Thursday.

Put an .0) in the box which stands for cake on Thursday and Friday

and Jello on Tuesday.

4

Look at Table D which shows theipossibilities for all four days.

9. How many possibilities are there for dessert on these four days?

10. This is times'as many ways as fOr three days..

11. In flow many ways can he have cake and Jello twice?

12. In h.Ow many ways can he have Jello exactly 3 times.?

13. Tbjre are 51 chances out of 163 to have cake exactly 3 tigies.

14. Int how many ways can, he have cake at least 1 time? ZS--

15. In how many ways can he have Jello at least 2 times? ;/
16. In how many ways can he haVe cake.more than 3 times?. /



APPENDIX

Probability Vevices

1, *
411

This section suggests del' es whirr-you.might find helpful. 'It is taken

from the Pupil Text of Probability- for Intermediate Grades, and so it is. written!'

for children. 'However; from it you many wish to plane activities for supplement-

'tary -work' for individual' children or

.!

Regular Solids
4.

We have used Coins, dice, cubes, cards, and other materials to help us

learn about probability, but there are many .devices which are just as useful.

. The patterns -on the 'next six pages are for theconstruction of regular solids

which can be, used in probability experiments. The patterns can be traced on

. tagboard and the solids will then be sturdy enough to tosat or roll.

The tetrahedron, octahedron, and hexahedron :(cube) are 'not diffillult to

construct , Just fold on. the dotted lines al..td glue the tabs..
,

The dodecahedron is more difficult to construct. Make the first-half of

. it by cutting to the dotted line at each arrow. Then fOldon the dotted lines

and glue the, - .tabs. Complete by folding the second half and gt 4zg it to the

first half,. tab by tab . YD6 not make both halves and then try to 'put therit

together.-

The icosahedron appeafs difficult to COnstruCt,.bdt'it isn t.t. Cut to the

dotted line at each arrow. ,Then fold and:glue the tabs in order, one by one

'and it-will work 0401Cely.

a
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tf the cube is to have,
"dots" on its fates; rriake
the dots as shown below,





glue the tabs

cut to the
dotted line at

each arrOw

,First.,hlf of a' Dodecahedron

A dodecahedron is a
solid with 12 faces.'
It may be numbered,
colored,, or even used
as a calendar.



After cutting this out, do not
glue.kidjoining tabs-to the edge.
Instead, glue one tab at a time
to the first half of the dodecahedrOn.

cut_to the
dotted line

at each
arrow

. Second half of a Dodecahedron



: .

gluelthe tabs

A solid Aith
20 faces

Icosa.hedron

'
L__

cut to the dotted
line at each
arrow''

, .
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Tops

For a. small top you need a piece ..of cardboard,"a wood dowel'or sucker

stick, a straight edge, and. a. compass: Use a two-inchpiece of d.owel :or

.suckei. stick. Sharpen one end to a point with a pencil sharpener.

Use a compasa and straight'edge to make the dial from cardboard. Mark
. -

a.point for the center and draw"a 3withradius. inches. Mark any

point on the circle andl.With that point as center, strike an arc with the

same radius to intersect the'Circle. COntinue to strike arcs.around the circle,.

Connect points marked ai cut off t outer part of the region to make a

hexagonal region. Divide it as desired. Here are some suggestions:



1/4:?Ite the shaXpened end7i4.the. stick throulgh the;cen:te0he hexagon.

(A drop of glue will help to keep 'ItTfrom wearing too large it hole, but

experiment first to find the best balance for he top.LSpin the stick be-

tween .thumb and Spin the tOPon-a. flat ,41rfdce. The edge th

stOps_against.the table is the one that is counted:

A large toy ma.y bemade ie.the-same way. .An&dinerypenCilmakes an

adequate stick. It is a good idetyhowever, to;.plit the cardboarA ainrg the

division lines at the center before inserting the ,pencil. Use glue to fasten

the cardboard to the pencil.

'The top can also be made with eight adges or with twelve. .DO you know

how to do this?

can make a top with two or three dials,

do aches long and Sharpened at one end.

dia 6. in diameter. Inscribe a hexagon,

ROlOr.as sho

L.*

Use a suckerstick. or thin

Make a circular cardboard

but do not cut 4t.out,

Insert the stick through the center and glue the dial to the stick.,

1 y

to



When the glue. dry, place over the dial8 "Ipearirignmade of a.piece Of

milk carton 1 inch square with'.8 hole in the middle. Make. another dial 6H.

.inches'in diameter, but if possible use cardboard that is 'slightly:lighter in

weight. Inscribe a hexagon, co4ir, and cut as shown:

0- I

C

. 5
Make-cuts lc

..0
inches long on

the lines, 8s shown:bY.arrows.

Bencl:.the cardbbard up on thd.

right of e,4)Ch cut to make :a

triangular '"wind-catcher" .

Epce this dial On top of the bearing. Before spinning .the top, ,.line up the

two'dials.eo that the co/c4ts match. The bent-up cardboard will let you do

this Spin. 'Reaord the number of.spins necessary before the colors again

match. 'How many spins would you expect it to take?



Spinners
''.

Spanners. which came with lost games have .1.1.xed an.rrow WhiCh
.

'

You Can make this type of spint10-. AnotiOspinner..which is easily ,

coristrUoted-is'one:4.nyhich the dial spinsi asshOWn,in the drawing.: Construct ":,

the. base 'out. of heavy tsg.boarth Use a heavy' paper clip.for the,fpOst. and then

iouodisls may be exchanged and used on the base..

, `..;:,;..,z,"

x.2
125



Another ?pinner with dials which go from large to small can illustrate how

items can be put into an ordier.r Each heavy cardboard dial divided into er ,

number of equal parts. The number. of parts Is the same as the number of items

to be ordered. Fox example,. to experiment seehow four rows, in a classroom-

might '41)e dipmissed. for lunch, each of. foar dials is divided into fbur equal

parts.' (A dial is madg for each rol,i.) ',Spin the dials and record how they line

up with the arrow on the base. is/device can be used to illustrate an

orderly way of arriving at and 'listing the various° arrangements .



A Windmill

Cut fourlpiecep:of file card or tagboard to.make two vanes:
-

5 in.-7,

3/4An.,

.7

Staple two p" together in two. places as shown in sketch. B . 'Color one ,

side of this vane red with a pencil or crayon. Insert a sucker stick in the

middle between the two, pieces. Use a panch to make a tole in a piece of milk

carton one-half inch square fdr a "bearing". Staple the other two/pieces of

file card together to make a second vane: Mark one side as before, and insert

the top ofothe stick betweEn them. Paste a strip of gummed paper or tape over

One end of a snoll ipool. Put the end of the stick into the hOle at the oiher%

end of the spool. Hold the spool and blow the fie card vanes. They should

turn'quickly and independently.;
,

Practice blowing a few

times. When vanes have stopped'

T
11

staple

tir

-01-- milk carton bearing

13.E
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turning,,lay them gently on a

flat surface sOthat,both vanes

are flat on. the surface. ,Then

record whether, both. vanes are
_ .

red, One is red and one is whit

or,,bothare white., After £ifty

triala,,do:the results of the:

experiment at-w-ith;the e*-

Iected.results?,



Whirly-bird

.Thisip Aother type of windmill.

Use a section of quarter-inch dowel about two feet long. Wax 'it:by

rubbing it with a piscepf.crayon. Follow the directions as given for a wind-
.

mill and make as many file-card vanes and milk- carton bearings as desired.

Hold the.:dowelat'both ends, like a.h: onica.y and blow. vanes have

17stopped turning, lay-the Whirly-bird ently on a flat surface so that all

vanes are on this surfac :One vaheborresponds'to one coigi. so ten vanes
._.

Can be used ito duplicate an experiment, of "tossing ten coine.. Can you

think of other ways to-color the' vsnes so that. other. experiments can be done?



..Use two plastic piCnic spoons of differentcolors.. Laythe,hendle of one

on the handle of the other SO'thathe bowls are at 'opposite ends 'and:face.

opposite ways, Fasten with two rubber bands'as shown at arroWa...

R011:the handles between yOur Palms and drop on.a tablarfrom a height of a

foot or .so.. The spoon on top cbunts. Is it justas likely that one spoon

will be 'up as the other?

SaMpling BOxes (Urns)

0.
Many probability experiments 'require a:sampling to be taken in a random

manner. Thisdevice uses variOus colored'marbles.

An oatmeal -box .serve's theontainer'(Urn). Cut round holes, ter,

.fOr e?cample*.

slightly,sma

Checker mar

, .

16thebottom of the box. These holes ,should:have.a diameter

ler than the marbles so the marbles can .be seen in.them. 'ClidneSe

's serve'-well' and come, in packages of ,Eicolora', of.each.'



Example: Tell a friehd'yta have 60 marbles in the container.' DO not

him how many there are of...each color. Use,for example, 40 white and

Turn the urn np 10 times and recordthe number of black

which show' in each sam ng. Froni the :tOtaiTiiiiaidt-the-ii

white .arid blaak.marbleS in the urn.

tell

204.

ite

able number of

A second sampling box can be. made by using abox ..(reCtangulay orc lin-

drical) with a:lid. It should. belsrge enough to bllow objects such arbles..., ,

or small balls to roll around.:::16::S..corner of a rectangular box or at t e

bottom edge, of, a cylindrical one,:cut a.. hole just. large enough'td.let.one

.object,gd through,easily... With the hole up,. shake.the:box. :Turn it.over in

your hand to let one object come out.

A third sampling device, a paddlej,:is.made as shown the dra

holes are slightly smaller in diameter than the marbles. t box

(a shoe box works well)% Place marbles in the box. . Scoop with the paddle.
. .

until all "holes". aro-filled. This gives a'.sample.of:'the lentire collection
,





An;.egg carton .and .964714e0ean.be u0or:eXperitente:, ,example,-._

-1D.r:41ternete pockets'of, the':certa4 black.._'..Pizat:,..5 blank' mirblwand .5

*,'W ones inside 'the carton.
.

et(1allow:the marbles Fliplhe%dottbn.npi,d4Wend open-the .

lid. Recordihe.infomkiOn you:ere irite.*W63.n..-.6fcse*emPle the :number

of black 1:11660*.§8



7. AProbaliility Scale

When tossing two dice or other regular solids, it helps to 'ons6ruct a
table for counting how many ways, a certain.sum or product can be obtained.

Two cubes,..forOtample, give'the following sums:

P.ossible Combinations

*(2,2), (3,1)
(2,3), (3,2), (4,1)
(2,4), (30), (4,2), (415,1)

(2,5), (3,4), C4,3), (5,2) (6,1)

(2,6), (3,5), (4,4), (5,3), (6,2)

(3,6), (4,5), (5,4), (6,3)
(4,6), (5,5), (6,4)

(5,6), (.6,5)
(6,6)

Total

No. 'oT

1

' 2.

3

-1+

5

6

5

4

3

1

36:

This information can e 'placed on two number lines on strips Adf cardboapi--

as in the sketch. .

These two strips can be placed in pockets of a larger piece of cardboard so
-.,,that by sidinthe z0a1'6. alon, one quickly sees the number of possible

combinations.0 Ts figure snows the 4.. possif4e combinatiorts ,of a sum of -9 .

,Seales for Oher solids may also be constructed.
"'.
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8. Jlexawhirl

this gOdget works like an old-fashioned but_ ton7aa-,string toy. Cut :from.
5 .

cardboard two.cirdles,with radius 17 inches" In each, punch, twoholesAtist

.big'enoughto insert a piece Of,StrOng string. The holeS' should be punched,
4 6

,on :one: the diameters:of .t ;Q' each -inch from the .center. (soH
3-
(

, 1Make two or pow g..rd hexagons using b 2.-inch radios for the first,
.

. 2
13 -inch ra4.1*fc4r second, etc. Cut a hole with radius,' 17 inches in ..,

the middle o0eath hexagon and number £he sides 1 through 6 . (See
....:

9

Jse a strong *bring inches long.: Insert one end through a,hole in one of

the circles,,, through the smaIlee hexagon, then the larger:hexaWmaking

sure the; numbered sides face the same way), and then through 'the other circle.

1.g,nve a loop of string beyond the circle and insert the .010g:through-the
!

other hole of the second circle, back througVtnelarger heZagon, the smaller

hexagon, and the'411rst circle. Tie the endse string together-to Make

a second loop. Adjust the cardboard pieces so that the loops on, each4,pide'

of the:scar*ard are the same length. There should be just enotigh gPace
S

between the circular pieces for the hexagons to-turn on the string. Fasten

13)4-

13a-

a



the. circles to the .string.With'a drop-ofoglue.

next to.the's0Iler. hexagon. (See Figure C..)

Make an.arrow on thecircle

Tor
operate the hexawhirl, hold:a loOp4neac hand and swing the cardboard

pieces around and around (25 or more mime until ttlelbops bfstring are

.twisted.1Puli the loops until the'twisting is undone, releaSe to allow string

to twistithe other way; and pull again. With practice yOu can make the hex-

.13gons spin rapidly between the circles. Stop, and See which sides of the

hexagons are in line with the arrow ( 2 on the smaller, 3 on the larger,
. .

for ,instance). Experiment. to findbut if the results are similar to those

obtained by throwing two dice.
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